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The public school establishment hatwo ultifold interest in and concern
with the condition of the nation's eci4homy and its prospects for the
1980's. As citizens, voters, taxpayerc, and homemakers, public school
personnel share the concern of all Americans in their own and their
families' .and nejghbors' economic +611-being. But economic conditions
affect teachers in more direct ways, .as well. By their impact on govern-
ments' revenue resources, economic conditions influence the quality of
work teachers are able to do in their classrooms, in the environment in
which they have to function.

E

Continued inflation (and the fiscal stringency, that accompanies it) is
debilitating public school institutions. It is resulting in deferred mainte-
nance of school plants, facilities and equipment; in depleted inventories of
school supplies and teaching materials; in payscales lagging behind cost-
of-living increases; and in erosion of fringe benefits and underfunding of
retirement systems. Overcrowded classrooms presided over by discour-
aged and disenchanted teachers take their toll.

Public school offiCials understandattly focus on economic conditions in
their immediate area. Their financial support is derived largely from their
relective states and local gOvernments. The economic health of the
nation as a whole, howqer, has a pervasive impact on schools every-
where. Federal funding of public schools remains-strikingly small, e.spe---r
cially in comparison with that of other Western countries. It 'should and
must Ile increased both because (a) the educational quality of the public
school graduates, wherever they chance to live, profoundly influences the
nation's ability to recapture and resume its historical pacg of economic
growtha critical contributor to the nation's defense capability and its
citizens' standard of livingand (b) because it is indispensable to narrow-
ing the vast disparities among the educational offerings of the states.

This school year, the average expenditure per pupil in average daily
attendance is estimated to vary from $1,300 in Arkansas to $2,800 in,New
York. The average salary of classroom teachers is elimated to range from
$11,900 in Mississippi to $19,200 in New York. These averages mak everi
greater variations among school districts within individual states. Differ-
ences in locally prevailing price and compensation levels can help ration-
alize some of these differences, but only a small part of them. Most
intrastate and interstate differences in the level of public school support
result from differences in local financial resources and political attitudes

00 2 0 1980
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presumed to reflect voter sentiment toward the support of this pivotal
government function.

At the start of the 1980's the economic outlook is less clear and more
confused than possibly at any time within memory. Day-to-day changes
in foreign relations, with their implications for national defense needs; in
the machinations of petroleum producers; in money market conditions; in
housing and automobile productiori statistics; in gold, silver, and mineral
quotations, etc., are reflected in everchanging economic forecasts.

Because the economic outlook plays an important part in the policy
positions the National Education Association is called upon to adopt on a
variety of social and economic issues; NEA Research commissioned
Richard E. Slitor to review and analyze the more widely recognized
economic forecasts as of the start of the 1980's, to identify the differences
and similarities in their underlying assumptions, and to explain and assess
their significance. Dr. Slitor's. lucid and informative exposition will aid
the Association's policy officials and the officials of its state and local
affiliates to a better understanding of how thenation's economy func-
tions. This, in turn, will help them to disCharge their responsibilities.

Dr. Slit r is an economic consultant with extensive academic and govern-
ment ex erience. He holds S.B. and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard and an
M.A. from Colgate. He has taught at both of these institutions and at Mt.
Union College and the University of Massachusetts. He has served in
various research positions at the U.S. Treasury and as consultant to sucir----
public and private organizations as the Rand Corp., the Committee for
Economic Development, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmen-
tal Relations, the National Sciene Foundation, the New York State
(Fleischmann) Commission on Ed4cation, the Federal Reserve system,
,and the United Nations. He has participated in several missions abroad
and has authored some fifty titles in learned and technical journals.

March 1980
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Frank W. Kovac*
Director of Research
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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR THE EARLY 1980's:
MIXED SIGNALS IN A CHANGING SETTING

Executive Summary

This papef reviews and analyzes the economic outlook for the early
1980's. An interpretive survey of various major forecasts, it emphasizes
the extraordinary and pervasive uncertainties that characterize the
current predictions, the assumptions on which they are based, and the
range ,of "possibilities of which a consensus-type view is a part. These
doubts and uncertainties, the paper points out, include the reliability of
applying past statistical relationships.tot6e present situation, extend to
the economic indicators and measures used in forecasting and quantifying
results, and involve even the theoretical framework and methodology of
modern macroeconometric forecasting.

--The Analysis begins with the highlights of the consensus forecast, which
preijiccs a mi,14i1 to moderate recession tapering off after mid-year 1980,
with a sluggish recovery extending through 1981 and probably into 1982.
A recession forecast has prevailed for some months, and the delay in its
appearance _has sent economy watchers scurrying, amidst mixed signals
and portents, for explanations for the persisting slippage in the recession
schedule.

As the year 1980 began, forecasters continued to scan the economic skies
for trustworthy signs confirming that the much-advertised, long-awaited
recession of 1979-80 had at last begun. But, as the discussion points out,
their attention to this elusive phenomenon and the problems of inflation
and energy cost a supply was soon shifted to a new cluster of political
events and econ mic portents:

The possibility of a grave military confrontation in the Middle East
and Persian Gulf area
The Administration's "partial" embargo on grain shipments to the

viet Union, the Moscow Olympics boy,cott, and related
developments signaling the end of detente
Growing economic signals from official and unofficial source that
the economy, in stubborn defiance of moskforecasts, had grown at

levstu .

modestly and, in some respects, was surprisingly resilient; even
ro
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No clear
turning
point

Continued
inflation
the only
certainty

The discussion reviews in some detail the conflicting trends and year-end
doubts and uncertainties, including vigorous consumer spending and
persistently low rates of unemployment, that present the questions: Is the
1980 recession real'? What revisions are necessary in the post-Afghanistan
situation in which .a defense build-up may basically alter the framework of
'economic'aSsumptions for the future?

As of mid-February 1980 it was still'appropriate to report that while the
economy might be at or approaching a critical turning point, no
unequivocal data supported this view. As sophisticated observers pointed
out, there were no positive signs that business conditions were worsening
or that they would continue to hold up: The term standoff seemed to
describe the situationan economy still basically in even stride, with no
new strengths, .no gathering weaknesses, and a delicate balance of the
leading economic indicators between pluse; and minuses.

If there were a self-fulfilling prophecy effect of recession forecasts, the
1979-80 recession would long since have materialized. Yet even as of mid-
February, forecasters generally clung to their, expectation of recession.
They saw deterioration below the surface; the ineluctable aging of the
business cycle; and faint hop, if any:of any fresh stimulus via monetary
or fiscal policy or resurgence of consumer or business demands, under
constant erosion as they were by inflationary price-cost increases. Only
defense spending and new activity inioping with the energy crisis offered
"rays of hope." If there was any firmness in the outlook, it was for
continued inflation at only a slightly moderated double-digit rate, come
recession or come continued growth.

There was altnost a hunger for bad news among economy watchers; bad
Hunger for news became, good news in a world of inexplicable and virtually
"bad news" uncontrollable inflation. Recession, a more semantically favorable term

than even mild depression, represents a condition economists are more
( familiar with, something which promises some measure of relief from

deMand-pressured inflation, something public policy can right with
approvethweapons. It was a hunger for bad news that would confirm
previouS forecasts and dissipate discomforting impressions that the

-I' economy is beyond understanding or rational remedial act,i.on.

Gold the
barometer
of inter-
national
anxiety

Throughout the early days of 1980, gold came to be increasingly
recognized as the barometer of international anxiety; of loss of faith in the
dollar and financial institutions; ,of a desperate quest for ultimate,
portable, anonymous, and primitive security. But thereiwere hints that ther

9



gold frenzy might bring into question previous U.S. demonetizati
policies that rejected any future role for gold in the internatio
monetary structure.

With this, background, the study reviews in broad outline, and in aj r
sectoral detail, the outlobk for theearly 1980's as predicted by a number f
major economic forecasters. These include,the great macroeconomet is
model forecasts of Data Resources, Inc. (DRI); the,Heller-Perry outlo o k
letter, sponsored by the National City tit.ank of Minneapolis; the. views bf
Citibank's Economics Department, pdblished in Apnomic Week; the
official government projections embodied in the Economic Report of the
President and the Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisees;
and the fiscal year 1981 budget documents, as well as a range of °the' s
reported in the -financial press and publications such as the Wall Stret
Jourrial, McGraw-Hill's Business Week, U.S. News and World Repo
Dun's Review, Nation's Business, Fortune, mid others.

The major
macromodel
forecasters
and other
sources

The analysis includes an appended background discussion of the naturi
methodology, and problems of macroeconometric forecasting.
separate appendix als"b summarizes a recent comparative performan
rating of the great macroeconometric forecasting models: Da
Resource's, Inc. (DRI), Chase Econometric Associates, Whart
Econometric Forecasting Associates, MAP-CAST Group-Gener
Electric Co., and the median forecast fi-om a survey conducted jointly
the American Statistical Association and the National Bureau
Economic Research.

The paper poinAut, certain basic problems and criticisms sometirr
raised in connection with macroeconometric models. These computerized
systems of simultaneous equations are based upon past relationships and
their assumed persistence in the forecast period. They are generally based
upon a neo-Keynesian concept or model of hbw the economic systdri
works: total income is assumed t& be the sum of its parts; the parts aie
deemed to be largely . additive; saving, by and large, is considered
depressant; and spending is assumed to generate income in accordan

jwith a kind of "dollar is a dollar is a dollar" philosophy, which tends
emphasize demand and overlook the supply side and the incentives th t
help encourage productivity. Another Achilles heel of the forecak mod s
is the difficulty they apparently have in pre-identifying and relic y
foreasting an economic turning point, such.as that predicted in the 197
80 situation. As demonstrated by the experience in late 1979, the modei ,

y

Weaknesses
and
limitations
of the
neo-Keyhesian
macromodels
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in common with fess sophisticated' forecast) technique's, have limited
ability to predict the behavior of consumers, especially where consumer
demand is'fortified by a large, not clearly measureable, supporting fund of
Credit resources and liquid savings. Like other forecast methods, the
econometric models are sensitive to disturbances in their underlying
assumptions about major factors in the economic structure, public policy
commitments, and essentially unpredictable political economic
contingenciesthe probabilities of which musts' be assessed by essentially
subjective intuitive methods.

The paper examines with at least a broad-brush' treatment the
uncertainties surrounding major forcast assumptions, such as those relied
upon in recent DRI forecasts: (1) fiscal policy and budgetary posture; (2)
monetary policy and the interest rate 'structure, (3) energy prices and
availability, and (4) the position of the dollar and the state of world
economies.

With this,groundwork, the discussion proceeds to an analysis of major
forecasts in a list Of forecast areas, including,(1)-the inflation outlook, (2)
the gross national product (GNP), (3) consumer spending, (44 business
fixed investment, (5) inventory behavior, (6) interest rates, (7) housing, (8)
auto production and sales, (9) the government jci'or, including separate
treatment of the state and local sectors and the federal government, (10)
employment, nemploynient, and productivity trends, (11) industrial
production .a capacity utilization, and (12) defense spending. Usually,
these forecast reas represent "dependent variables" that are 'projected by
computerize maeroeconometric models on the basis of their systems of
assumptions or "independent variables." In some cases,.such.as defense
spending and government operations, they .represent detailed
independent analysis and informed judgment about,future developments
in the early 1980's.

In the inflation area, the paper points out, forecasters generally predicted
47- that inflation will continue at recent double-digit rates, or possibly worse,

Inflation thfough the first half of 1980. Demand pressures are expected to recede
outlook slowly, and the December 1979 oil repricing effects will continue to

percolate through the economy. After this process is completed, inftation
is expected to fall back, to high, single-digit figures. The impact of higher
defense spending and possible departures from the relatively retrained
budgetary posture mapped out in the 1981 budget is not.much taken into
account in these inflation forec*O, although it is recognized that there are
risks that economic and politic4events may cause higher-than-expected
rates of price increase.

/
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.
Gross national product (GNP), the heart of an economic forecast, was
generally predicted toclecline in,real-terms (current dollars corrected for .

, inflation) byssome l or /percent it 1980 below twi of 1979. The kerieral
flavor,of the cozgisensus-type outlook is giVen-by a total GNP of some $2.6
trillion in thrtent dollars for 1980 as .a*hole, subject to an inflation
correction .factor in the 9,7 to .10-percent range. In terms_of constant '1972
dolfars, q ;1'980- GNP would be -somewhat :over$-1400' billion versus.
$1432 billion in 1979: Tfiere:are recognized possibilities of a smaller
percentage\ declibe in' real GNP, but the (major risks contemplated by
forecastersjii Januar); 1980:were that,the recession would be deeper. The.
QM, forechst of Larniary 080 foresaw recovery in terms of real GNP
growth rates in the 2.5.-percent range in 1981 and4-percent range in f982.

,
.

The paper traces in Sorne.detail the expected recession pattern of weakness
and declihe in consumerSperiding and business fixed investment, major
Cdmponents (roughly. 64 perCe;itand 11 percent, respedively) of the GNP*.

Forecasters found strength in the. relatively restrained or "leah" inventory
position of business, which they felt.would stave off the possibility of large
oi- volaQle 'inventory movements that mightaggravate the expected b,usi-
-ne-Ss-doWnfurn. COnsiderable'risk was recognized by some that a reversal
Of.the recession forecast could lead to explosive scrambling by businesses
to restock Cheir inventories.

It was generally believed .that interest rates had already_ peaked or that
they would, peak early in 1.980, with the possible exception of long-term
bond rates. Mid-February .1980 developments suggested that even long-
term pontis were being temporarily taken off the "untouchable"I'list,
signaling a leveling-off or possible decline in their yields., Most forecasters
believed that the projected decline in interest rates will be slow in 1980-81.
There were dissidents who felt the risksof Continued high interest rates are
teal-if inflation control is not appreciably effective. Some felt that "nomi-
nally" .high interest rates (but low real rate's after subtracting expected
inflation rates) combiped With relatively loose credit remain the order-of
the day and may help continue the inflation.'

-
The housing and auto sectorS, both expected,to be sources of weakness in
the 1980 economy and possible contributors to recovery in 1981, are
examined in some detail. There is room for various shades _and qualifica-
tions of optimism and pessimisin irY9both housing and autos in the
near-term 1980's.

The GNP
outlook

-(
Consumer
spending and
business
investment

Inventory
behavior

°

Interest
rates

Housing and
autos
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The government sectors, state and local and federal, constituting some 20
Government percent of the GNP at recent levels, are regarded as probable sources of
sectors

Federal
budget,
1981

constraint or as at least a leveling-off tendency in the 1980-81 economy.

The impact of government on the economy may be viewed both in terms
of the size of government purchases of goods and services as a component
of GNP and in terms of the mode of financing overall operations, i.e., the
resulting budgetary posture of bjlance, deficit, or surplus.

Little or no real growth in total purchases by state and local governments
is forecast over the next year or so. This represents a sharp deceleration of
state and local purchases from 1979 levels. S.ome gradual expansion -of
state and local pure ases is anticipated with the predicted economic

,recovery in 148). Fr the budgetary Standpoint, the overall state and
local position is e ected to shift to a -substantial deficit (in the $12- to
14-billion annual rate range) as against the record surplus position of a
year) Clr so ago. Thus, while state and local purchases are expected to
remain levelheld in check by tax and .pending limitations anda clamp-
down on increases in federal grantsthe anticip,tea deficit would tend,
other things being equal, to be a stimulative or inflatidnary factor for the
economy as a whole, particularly if Mme indirect "accommodation" of
these financial demands is made by federal monetary authorities.

The federal budget for the seal your 1981 is expected to provide substan-
tial fiscal restraint, ing d ense or defense-related increases in spend-
ing beyond budg -planned levels. Some are concerned that the federal
budget may swi too sharply toward restraint in 1980-81, generating a
too high emplo ment surplus (the surplus that would be produced under
existing tax revenue schedules at a high level of employMent). This fiscal
drag element is regarded as "tighter and tougher than in most election
years" but should be ameliorated in light of the rise in defense spending,
"election year slippage," and business investment outlay response to the
defense buildup. Some cautionary attitude the budget posture is justi-
fied in view of inflation trends. While tax cut's are a possibility in 1980-81,
they are not factored into the official federal budget, which counts on

,,,hbstantial revenue from the oil windfall profits tax not yet passed by
'' All this leaves open to speculation possible near- rm tax

reductions to redistribute windfall tax moneys to the public 0 to encour-
age productive business investment. The issue of tax cuts in 1980-81 is
complicated by growing doubt and uncertainty on whether recession or
austere fiscal policy to create slack in the economy really helps curb
inflation in view of what is regarded as a high underlying inflation rate

13



component due to the inertia of the cost-push, wage-cost spiral and other
"institutional-factors that are not susceptible to conventional restraints
in demand.

From the standpoint of education programs, the early 1980's are expected
to bring .a tapering down of federal aid to the states and localities. The
substantial growth rate in federal grants-in-aid will he replaced with a
more level funding situation subject to squeeze by inflation. This, together
With state and local tax and spending limits, will further complicate state
and local efforts to deal with infliationar'y rises in the costs of fuel,
transportation, and other operating necessities and add a further squeeze
on measures to adjust salaries in line with increases the cost of living
(adjustments already estimated to he 12- to I5- percent behind the rise in
lip ing costs). The. paper analyzes in some detail the federal aid programs
for education in the federal budget, including the major youth education
and training initiative, and the prospects for slowing in the rate of growth
in federal'aid to education and related areas in the early 1980's. The
slow-grQwth or no-growth trend in federal grants-in-aid programs gener-
ally will result in keener competition among various social program
initiatives. I he federal government's efforts to cope with the situation by
allocating slimmer means among. competing needs and goals will he
complicated and made less palatable by the apparent paradox of
stagflation the persistence of an uneven margin of unemployment and
underutiliiation of human and other resources in the face of a mysterious
and virulent inflation.

In t licemployment-unemployment area, the paper reports forecasts of a
rise in the unemployment rate to the 7- to 8-percent range at the projected
recession peak, generally anticipated by mid-year 1980 or possibly later.
I hese forecasts are made iri the face of recent stubborn strength in the
labor markets, although the economy was supposed to he already in the
foothills_ of recession. Analyses of employment, unemployment, and
related productivity trends note the somewhat puzzling decline in labor
productivity, sonic of which is attributed to labor compositional changes
and some to the recognize( phenomenon of cyclical weakness in produc-
tivity in periods of FCCCSSI )n and slow growth.

.I to 1980-81 economic scene presents a severe test for both the economic
forecaster and the policyrnaker. Economic developments continue to
throw off mixed signals and compel almost kaleidoscopic revisions of
underlying assumptions. Gleanings from the financial press as of mid-
February 1980 reflect Continiiing doubts and hesitations. Economists

14
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A 1980
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would not
be the one
originally
forecast

generally continued to forecast moderate recession, with slow and weak
recoveryhandicapped by inflation, overhanging debt, tight credit, and
tax restraints after the recession ends. But after the seemingly endless
wait for clear recession signs, they were reported to be more nervous
about specifying dates..One major forecaster continued to adhere to a
recession prediction but conceded that the probability of its not happen-
ing was being upped to about one chance in three.

Some financial press reports as of near mid-February 1980 indicated that
a growing minority of private economists are defecting from the band-
wagon view of impending recession. Others who cling to the standard
recession forecast are found to be postponing its onset by another quarter

so or shortening the odds against the recession scenario.

The forecast status as of mid-February 1980 suggests that even if and
when the long-predicted downturn of 1980 nNbaterializes, it will embrace
economic disturbances and dislocations due to external political events
and control measures that will basically alter its originally predicted
character as a phase of an aging business cycle ...

ft
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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR TH EARLY 1980's:,
MIXED SIGNALS IN A CHANGING SETTING

Introduction

A. What this paper seeks to do

This paper is an essay on economic uncertainty in the context of the
economic outlook for the early 1980's. Designed to be both reportorial
and analytical; it examines the consensus and the range of forecasts for the
U.S. economy in 1980-81 from the vantage point of mid-January 1980.
For a variety,of reasons, uncertainty is, of course, the overriding factor in
the forecast Tor 1980 and a considerable period beyond; 1980 is a year of
little firm promise; and forecastingalways a risky businessis beset
with an unusual number of hazards and difficulties at this time. The
reader of the daily newspapers, financial columns, and the more special-
ized financial presslet alone the sophisticated macroeconometric model
forecasting services' is well aware of the pervasive nature of present
forecast risks and uncertainties. The source of uncertainty- is at least
fivefold: (1) the critical turn, of international events in Iran, Afghanistan,
and t)1e Persian Gulf area, (2) the unfolding scenario of an unprecedented
infla ion'process, (3) the repercussions of a drastic new monetary-interest
rate policy, (4) inherent difficulties in forecasting at a transition point in
the economic cycle, and (5) new doubts about the strength of the econ-
omy and the forces sustaining it. This paper will not belabor the obvious
on this point, but will explore the forecasts in some structural and sectoral
detail, and look into some little-recognized sources of forecast uncertainty
and confusion. It will examine the anatomy of economic forecasting and
its problems and limitations in the light of the evolution and devolution of
neo-Keynesian and national income economics. It will, add some com-
ments on the, implications of current economic outlook analysis for the
development 'of applied, economics and foe policy commitments in vital
areas of blic expenditure and taxation.

g
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Interest rates

B. Highlights of the consensus forecast

The highlights of the apparent consensus forecast for 1980-81 are not
difficult to summarize within brief compass. The summary alm&t by
itself formulates the questions about the course of the economy and its
paradoxes that present thernkfilipvg es to Ile thoughtful observer.

The economy is expected to slump or slide into a recessionusually
characterized as relatively mild and briefif, indeed, it is not already in
one. The trough of this slowdown will be reached about mid-ye r'1980 or
shortly thereafter, to be followed by a relatively prompt recove . Many
believe the recovery may obliterate most traces of the downturn by
Election Day, November 4, 1980. Since any forecast represents one Of a
cluster of possible outcomes, each with its own probability weight
attached, it is significant to note that apparently only a minority of
forecasters believe that there is much chance that actual developments will
turn out better than the relatively. benign scenario embodied in the
consensus outlook. It is alsobe borne in mind that the currently
predicted recession is a highly elusive phenomerion. It is the recession that
is not there. This reluctant dragon has defied numerous predictions
throughout ) 1979 that' it would soon emerge, and its existence or
imm
econ
retai

ence was rudely rejected by the unmistakable statistical evidence of
mic strength, robustness, arid resilience in such isey indicators as
sales and unemployment that emerged in the last quarter of 1'979.

Most forecasts hold that the unemployment rate, about 5.9 percent as of
year-end 1979, will rise as an almost necessary feature of a recession, but
will not go above some 7.5 to 8 percent of the labor force at its worst, a
point to be reached in the fall of 1980.

The paradox of stagflation will continue to plague us and enter a new and
more tro ng aspect. In spite of an expected appreciable downturnin
the 1- to 2- cent rangein the gross national product (GNP) and rising
unemploym , inflation as measured by the consumer price index (CPI),
will be moder d only slightly below the 13.3-percent annual increase it (-

recorded in 19 . There seems to be little question among the consensus
forecasters That the inflation rate will continue at a double-digit rate in
1980, possibly in the 10.5- to 12-percent range for the year 1980 as a whole.

Interest rates are generally believed to have already reached' their peak
and to be on the point of edging downward over the year 1980, although
still under the influence of the new austere Federal Reserve Board policy
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on interest rates initiated by Chairman Paul A. Volcker early in October
1979.

,"1.

Corporate profits in the aggregate may, continue to rise in 1980, but the
increase may be less than the inflation rate, and the profits picture will be-
spotty and uncertain. The total profits picture will be bpIstered by large
further increases for oil and other energy companies and possibly by the
defense-oriented industries. Some observers believe that if the oil profit
increases are removed from the analysis, the remaining profit total may be
somewhat, probably slightly, lower in 1980 than in 1979.

Even these consensus-type predictions are do btless made with implicit
reservations. The errors of economic forecasti g in the recent past demon-
strate that many of the key indicators (major omponents of the economy
itself) seem to "have a life of their own" and' stubbornly resist the sup-
posedly predictable behavior pattern expectedLof them on the basis of
accepted economic doctrine or pa'st experience.

he

C. Administration posture

On the very eve of President Carter's budget and economic report, the
Administration was reported to remain uncertain as to how the economy,
which continued to defy recession forecasts, would perform in 1980; it
remained torn between, the objective of reducing U.S. dependence on
foreign oil by the orthodox but procrustean restriction-rationing tech-
nique of permitting gasoline and heating oil prices to rise further and
anxiety over the severe cost-push and related effects this would have on
the U.S. inflation.

In the face of these uncertainties and choice problems, the Administra-
tion's basic forecast was reportedly in line with the "standard" 1980
forecast of most analysts: a mild recession in the first half of 1980, an
average annual unemployment rate of 7:4, and a consumer price rise of
some 10 to 11 percent for 1980 as a whole.

Yet financial press reports indicated as of mid-January-that the Adminis-
tration was still debating, or at least not ruling out, both possible tax cuts,
antirecession spending increases in the form of job-creating projects and
public works programs. The Administration's practical policy posture
was reportedly described by a former official economic adviser, still in
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close touch with Administration policymakers, as "adjusted to the facts of
the present rather than to the forecasts of the future." The present eco,7,
nomic situation was desCribed as a "soggy plateau" and the task of
economic policy formulation in 1980 likened to a "ballgame . . . played
under a smoking volcano."

As January 1980 wore on, the delay and uncertainty of the long-heralded
recession were enhanced by further unfolding of news' of strength of the
economy. Well after mid-January 1980, key indicatois continued to show
that the downturn would be delayed and would be, if anyttng, milder
than previous estimates. Housing starts in December 1979 were found to
have 'edged up by 0.3 percent, in contraswith the 14-percent decline in
November and in the face of unprecedented mortgage interest rates and
tight money conditions. Personal income increased by a seasonally
adjusted Ll percent in December 1979 andiconsumption rose by 2 per-
cent, apparently financed in part by a reduction in the consumers' rate of
personal savings to a new record low level. In addition, Federal ReserVe
data showed the nation's manufacturing plants continued to operate at

I over 84 percent of capacity in December 1979, unchanged from
November. The latest. data (for the week ended January 9, 1980)jilso
showed that the basic money supply (currency in circulation plus cheCking
accounts in commercial banks) had declined less than had beenexpected
by experts, while a more comprehenSive measure of the money stock,
including time and savings deposits- in commercial banks exclusive of
large certificate accounts, increased. Money markets responded with a
spurt in short-term interest rates.

Despite primary attention to the relatiyely routine ems of "stagfla-
tion,'"and the curiously tenacious stability of the economy, which at worst
-showed .signs that its expansionary force was "running out of steam,"
there was a note of foreboding and a pervasive sense of grave threats to the
nation's basic economic and military security and the not entirely remote
possibility of movement to a mobilization, basis with mandatory direct
controls on prices, wages, and the utilization of energy and materials.

Gold prices meanwhile continued their spectacular rise, reaching $820 per
ounce as of January 17, 1980. This market was followed by some "correc-
tion" in subsequent week's but remained strong. There were indications
that the Administration's "muted response" to the new frenzied phase of
gold buying suggested a possible shift or adaptation of its previous
policies with respect to gold that were designed to dampen private gold
speculation and ultimately to phase out the role of gold in the world's
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monetary structure. Gold had come to be xgcognized as a barometer of
international anxietA of weakenedTaith in the dollar and financial institu-
tions, and of return to a form of economic prim itivism.

In his' message on the,1981 budget P esidentarter announced a con-
tinued "strategy of restraint." Ye , the economic background was dos-
cribed in terms of his paojecti n that "the long economic recovery
occurring throughout my first term may falter this year . . . there will be
some 'decline in GNP diying the course of 1980, followed by renewed but
moderate growth in 198 L"2

D. Paradoxes and queries
.-

The c.conomiOutlook for the early 1980's and the related tasks of policy
decision making underscore a' ,number ,of fundamental paradoxes and
questions which have increasingly plagued the economy for more than a
decade. Let's restate them briefly. The discussion that follows may help
throw light on some eSf these issues.

The first basic issue; and in many ways the n4ost neglected 'yet Most
difficult, is: What are the causes, the components, of the persisting and
nearly worldwide inflation movement and Show can they be dealt with?

Some closely related issues: If inflation control stands in the way of full
utilization of our human and other resources, can we- continue, the
unhappy compromise orstagflation?-Does the only, free enterprise solu-
'ion lie in conventional monetary and fiscal policy techniques that involve
heavy employment costs? Will greater reliance on manageritent of prices
and incomes be called for? If inflation on a substantial scale seems to be
the price of continued, reasonably full employment, what measures need
to be instituted to alloW people to live with it more ationally
equitably?

More immediate to the present fiscal situation: What accounts for the
. Unexpected and recession forecast-defying strength of the U.S. economy

a§ of mid-January 1980 ?. What revisions in our forecast techniques and
theoretical framework are called for to help remove this kind of confusing
uncertainty for future policymaking?
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t.

To what extent is the confusion about inflation and theeconomic outlook
due to (1) mismeasurement of major indicators, (2) defects in such stand-

, ard statistical measures as the CPI, unerliployment, money supply, and
productivity, or even (3) failure to reach a still inadequately measured
segment=the "underground economy"hidden from official and other
information systems because of tax evasion, undocumented alien opera-
tions, or other factors?

FOOTNOTES

iMacroeconometric is a term that combines the more usual dictionary terms
"macroeconomic" and "econometric." It refers to the use of mathematical and statisti-
cal techniques to analyze and make quantitatie predictions dealing with broad
economic aggregates, their interrelationships, the determination of national income
and output, and the equilibrium of the economic system as a whole. Macroeconomics
is in contradistinction to microeconomics, which is concerned with more limited areas
of economic behavior and activity, such as fhe individual or household, the business
firm, and the market for a particular commodity.

2Budget Message of the President. The United States Budiseot in Brief Fiscal Year
1981. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, January 28, 1980. p.
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IL Overall Economic Outlook Uncertainties

A. Year-end doubts and mixed signals

Toward year- d 1979 an uneasy consensus seemed to be shaping up that
the long-predic ed recession was beginning to materialize. Forexample, a
poll of 42 maj economic forecasters, .published in Robert J. Eggert's
Blue Chip Eco omit Indicators, showed that the average forecast pre-
dicted that the inflation-adjusted .gross national product-(GNP) would
show a decline at an annual rate of 1.5 percent in the fourth quarter of
1979 (1979: IV), then a sharper decling in 1980: I-11. This forecast,
how er, was an average that tended to conceal a virtually unprecedented
rang of differing estimates. Indeed, a minority of the forecasters polled
were reported to be he opinion that the recession had yet to begin;
some did not expect an real, recession in 1980.1 .

Year-end 1979 was not only a period of loriation among economic
outlook specialists, but also one of revisionist. In general, the revisions
tended to scale down previous predictions for change in the GNP but to
scale up the forecast rate of inflam. Professional forecasters admitted
that the 1980 outlook was far from being firm and was indeed one of the
most perplexing in the relatively brief history of economic forecasting.

It is not difficult to speculate on the reasons for the lack of clarity and
firmness in the year-end 1979 outlook. 1(he uncertainties were of course
aggravated by the unfolding Iran-Afghanistan-Persian Gulf crisis, by,the
apparent end of detente, and by the ominous' possibility of a wider
spreading political-economic crisis leading to grave threats of curtailment
in the nation'sand the world'savailable oil supplies and growing
military involvement. But basic uncertainties are also inherent in the
technical capacities of the modern art of econometric forecasting, which
have recently undergone a period of severe buffeting of their simultaneous
equations based on past relationships and, in any case, have their severest
test in handling turning points in the economic cycle, particularly under
novel and untried circumstances such as the present.
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The earlier consensusuneasy and tentative as it waswas shaken by
new economic signals appearing in December 1979 and January 1980. In
the face of the more austere Federal Reserve monetary and interest rate
policies emerging on October 6, 1979 (the beginning of the new Volcker
era) and mixed domestic economic trends including important ones that
were clearly recessionary, in character, the U.S. economy began to display
an unanticipated "resiliency" and "robustness."

The rate of unemployment declined in November 1979 to 5.8 percent from
5.9 percent in October. This heartening piece of economic intelligenc was
hardly consistent with the oncoming receition theme; although quib s
could point out that while total employment increased at the same time,
its rate of increase slowed.

Another pleasing, but to the consensus foreeaker discordant, signal was
the deport of a sharp rebound of retail sales in November 1979, which
reflected a 1.8-percent increase as\against a 1.7.-percent decline in October.
Moreover, as reported in the financial press, the revival of consumer sales
was apparently broadly based, covering a considerable range of industries
and economic sectors. This, robust new note was interpreted by some
financial press commentators as presenting or continuing a policy
dilernma for the Administration in its upcoming economic and budgetary
decisions, particularly with respect to whether tax cuts should be included
in the Jantiary budget p ans.2 Those inclined to discount the consumer
sales rise suggested that expectations of future inflation and supply dis-
ruptions rather than basic, healthy consumer confidence underlay the
disconcerting upturn in the- sales totals.

(
. The mixed signal effect was somewhat enhanced by la 1-percent increase in

Mixed business inventories that developed in Octgber 1979, followed by a 0.7
signal percent rise in November. An inventory increase is a form of investmenteffect

that itwif constitutes a stimulative income-contributing factor in the
standard neo-Keynesian national income analysis. But an inventory
change contains ambiguities with respect to the circumstances that pro-
duced it. If it represents 'a healthy response to an increase in consumer
sales, it is part of an expansionary process. But if it is interpreted as
reflecting an involuntary accumulation due to an imbalance between
business output or purchases and sales, it may be regarded as a harbinger
of future production cutbacks. Inventory liquidation isa possible sequel
that is a recessionary disinvestment factor. Analysts who looked at the
October 1979 rise seemed to conclude that it was not an inditator of a
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serious imbalance. M Oreover, the NoVember development suggested
inventories were not put of line and were "lean," forestalling .a poss

>`1§SINteliquidation," such as occurred iAthe last recession in 1974
On questions raised with respect tothe special problems Of the U.S. a
induStiy, more will be said in a- later section.

a.In spite of the persisting basic consensus that the nation fa es a recession
in 198emild, moderate, or moderately severe, depening upon the
semantic shadings of the particular forecaster ---the nett result of the mixed
economic signals and some irresolution in both economic theoretical
equipment and foreCasting techniques is that there is still confusion and
uncertainty among analysts over the continuing stubborn strength of the
economy a,s of mid-January 1980. There are indeed skeptics with regartho
the long-promulgated, long-delayed recession developments. Adminis-
tration policymakers still were left in,the position of awaiting a clear sign
that the expected_ 'fission had actually mat6ialized. According to. . .

observers, such a sign would have to be a definite increase in the unem-
ployment rate, in contrast with what is regarded as the inconclusive pat-
tern of month-to-month variations that occurred throughout 1979 and
some months before. Unemployment still probably outcompetes inflation
for the title of the most socially painful symptom of economic illness and a
key item in the continuing and sometimes too complacent policy trade-off
between unempl,,yment and inflation.

hat
ble
75.
to

B. Is the 1980 recession real?

The lingering uncertainty about the recession consensus is well illustrated
by the treatment in the Citibank's Economic Week of January 14, 1980,
which begins with .a heading: "Can We Sideslip a .Recession?"3 The
questioning of tile consensus view is based upon the initial observation
that the U.S. economy has much more momentum behind it entering 1980
than earlier data had suggested. This momentum is evidenced by the
December 1979 employment-unemployment figures, strong retail sales, a
lengthening of the manufacturing workweek,. and a probable rise in
industrial production in December 1979 in the 0:51.0-percent range.
Recognition was given to the announcement by the U.S. Commerce
Department's chief economist Courtenay Slater of a 2-' to 3-percent
annual rate increase in the GNP, stemming largely from the year-end rise
in consumer Sales. All this strength emerged in the face of layoffs in the
auto industry and rising claims for unemployment compensation. While
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the Economic Week questioning admits the possibility that real growth of
GNP may continue into the early months of 1980, it concludes thal4 only a
fortunate and highly unlikely combination of developments could dis-
credit the standard recession forecast for 1980. Recessionary factorsNited
include weakness in the housing industry due to high interest rates' and
tightne of mortgage money, slowness of defense orders in bolstering a
sagging economy, dampening effects of the Soviet grain shipment ban,
and restraints on state and local government expenditures due to the
various budgetary restrictions. The only brighf spot this analysis could
conjure up as a source ofsustenance to the predicted declining economy of
1980 was consumerspending, supported by either- rapid money income
growth or a slowdbwn of inflation which would enhance real buying
power. The EconOmic Week analysis; either source of possible
growth of real consumer purchasing power and adduced a final pessimis-
tic uncertainty about the value of the dollar on the foreign exchanges;
which could invite further tightening of the. Volcker monetary- interest
rate policies. Ending on a final ambiguous note, 'the analysis took the
stance that even if there were an increase in real output in 1980, woultfbe
weak and would not constitute "prosperity." Inflation would ease only
slowlyin 1981 and after. By February 11, 1980, Economic Week was
hedging its bets further. It adhered to its basic recession forecast but
coneeded that the probabilities had shifted to a one-in-three chance that
there would be no recession in 1980.

C. Post-Afghanistan revisions: official, and unofficial views

As the economy continued to expand, particularl reflected in a
1.4-percent real increase in GNP in the fourth q rter of 1979, White
House Press Secretary Jody Powell reported' at the economy "has
shown itself to be stronger than most people expected." With the excep
tionof automobiles, the U.S. economy was seen to be entering 1980 with a
"relatively good balance between (inventory) stocks and sales, which
should be helpful in keeping the downturn from being sharp and of great
duration." Regret was expressed that the personal savings rate had
dropped because it reflected inflationary expectations, representing an
inflationary psychology leading to higher consumer spending that will
breed still more inflation "unless we're able to turn it around." Al thesame
time, Courtenay Slater was reported as saying that consumer spending
was largely responsible for therecent persistent real GNP growth' rates: "It
was the consumers that kept us out of recesion." As Dr. Slater expanded
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on this theme: "it was not that consumer spending vy s booming, which it
was not. But compared with what we 'might havi expected, given the
squeeze on real incomes because of higher oil prices and other factors,
consumer spending 'was stronger tha,i. what we suspected." Still she
averred, "I think that we have to view some brief and moderate recession
in the first half of this year as fairly. inevitable." Apparently this latter
qualification was in line with advance views of the official Administration
forecast for 1980, to be released With the 1981 budget on Januo-ry 28, 1980,
which was expected to predict a recession with unemployment rising to
about 7.5 perCent by the fourth quarAberof 1980.4

ln.other official quarters e outloOk for the recession--already widely
recognized as delayed rid Possibly mildwas reviewedLby Secretary of
the Treasury G. Walla Miller in the light of new international tensions j?
and the -prospect' of ste ped-up Military spending. In a recent interview
rePorted on Janualry 1 1980, Secretary Miller indicated his belief that
the expected recession uld be "a little shallower and a little shorter" as a
consequence. Moreover, he indicated, the new expapsionary thrust of the
economy caused by the renewal of cold war with the Soviet Union would
make a, tax cut "in these uncertain times" even less likely.

Secretary Miller's assessment of the.latest prospects for a shallower,
shorter recession in 1980 was said to be based on his opinion that the
economy is likely to be spurred by a psychological pickup. Still, the
forthcoming budget for fiscal 1981 would be based upon what was cha'rac-
terized in the press report as "classic economics": The underlying assump-
tion predicts a moderate recession through, the first half of 1980, with a
second-half recovery, although the outlook had been changed, by the
"disturbances in the Middle East" and their possible escalation. Pentagon
purchases could be expected to accelerate in order to improve prepared-.
ness, thus creating an earlier impact on the economy, whethet or not total
defense spending was pushed beyond the already planned real growth,
level. Another factor cited by Secretary Mill*: Both- businesses and
consumers would react to the potentially explosive world situation by
making investments and purchases that otherwise might be made at a later

date.As Secretary Miller ut it: "This is the tendency of human nature.
You see- a snowstorm con-Ting, you get an extra bottle of milk." Yet, the
Secretary indicated, the cost of increased military preparedness Would not
add to inflationary pressurek because other programs would be held
down. As a result, of this displacement, "The new budget overall on an
inflation-adjusted basis has no increase in spenriding in fiscal 1981,:::
according fo Secretary Miller's prediction.5.
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The January 28, 1980, Business Week reported that "business holds firm
c)espite the downbeat forecasts"; while economic statistics were reported
as continuing to point toward a Softening in the economy, business
"stubbornly refuses to take the fall." Superficially contradictory notes
were detected: A low level of consumer and business optimism was
,reported for December 1979, with a reduced inclination' to spend. Yet,
with all this caution about the future, actual spending overall had not yet
declined, except for autos and, in the immediate prospect, housing.
Incomes were being sustained by employment gains, spreading even into
ma ufacturing, where a decline had previously been generally antici-
pat - On top of all this, the latest surveys of consumer attitudes disclosed
"so e worsening both in how people view the future and their spending
intentions." An example was given by the consumer sentiment index of
rite U niversity of Michigan's Survey Research Center, which was reported
at near record low levels, as revealing evidence ofa decline in the anticipa-
tory or "buy-in-advance" psychology that had previously been a prop to
1979 buying by consumers.°

Business Week's January 28, 1980, "Economic Trend" featured a signifi-
cant article announcing: "Recession Prophets Start To Backpedal." Late
1979 economic results, it indicated, had caused forecasters to "question
the validity of results churned out by their computers" and to "wonder
about the inevitability of the 1980 'recession." Its highlights also included
reports that several economists are now turning-out "no-recession fore-
casts." A brief summary of these forecasts and the probabilities attached
are set forth below:

Otto Eckstein of Data Resources Inc. (DRI) in`dicates that the odds
are "10 percent and rising" that a recession will not occur.
Michael K. Evans puts the probability of no recession at 25 percent.
George L. Perry of the Brookings Institution expects a slide into
recession but allows a 33 -1 /3- percent chance that it will not occur.

n:.;t; "

One oblique but importpt comment on standard forecasts and their
'current ,troubles. with consumer spending behavior4hich defies theN.

behavioral assumptions underlying forecasting models, is by Federal
Reserve B6ard Chairman Paul A. Volcker in a January 15, 1980, news
conference, "We're off the map in terms of established economic relation-
ships of \the past."
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Those who adhered firmly to the recession forecast include Lawrence R.
Klein of Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates. He, along with Ripple
most economists, took the position that labor markets cannot remain effect

strong with key industries like autos, housing, and farm-related industries
affected by the Soviet grain embargo turning slack. The "ripple effect" of
all this cannot be long delayed in their view.'

Finally, a variant interpretive note appeared in late January 1980 that
suggested that the "puzzling economy, stubbornly resisting recession,
appears headed into a period of sluggish growth, which many analysts
believe is the best path to a gradual reduction of the inflation rate." A "top
Carter administration economist" was quoted as saying, ?I don't see any
fourth quarter (1979) numbe,,-s consistent with'the view that the economy
is head* into recession" but added that it's a "good bet" that there will be
a downturn sometime in 1980.i Another .government analyst said, "We
could be looking at an economy that's just moving sideways for the next
few months."'

D. Events, forecasting techniques, and the twilight of
neo-Keynesian macroecgnomics

'There are obvious uncertainties in "external" eventseconomic policy,
political, military, technological, and others which may importantly
shape the course of the nation's economy. Assumptions or forecasts about
these exogeneous factors9 are .necessarily subjective and intuitive. An
economic forecaster cannot be faulted for inability to foresee the unknow-
able, although uncertainties of this character may 'in effect swamp the
finest technical efforts to predict the economic future. The most that can
be asked in this regard is that the economic forecaster choose a realistic
and tenable assumption or outline a range of possible developments, with
some kind probability weight attached to each alternative outcome of
events, whicm can then be explored by means of the miracle of the
computerized macroeconometric model.

It is important to have the best possible intelligence about the likelihood.:;'
of'these external factors. But the more immediate and practical concern of
the economist, the economic policymaker, and the concerned citizen is the
probable response of the economic system to ex'ogeneous factors. Here we
find another source, another type, of uncertainty. It is essentially the same
as the Cmcertainty, loos*-jointedriess, we encounter in examining the
ability of the forecaster td predict directionally and quantitatively the
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unfolding of the economic cycle in terms of its own forces, vectors, and
internal dynamism. Past relationships do not necessarily afford a guide;
and in many areas, large and small, they ma clearly no longer operate.
The economy no longer seems to follow the accepted rules. There is no
assurance, for example, that a recessionary decline in demand and pro-
duction volume will reduce the inflation fate. The various institutional
"ratchet" effects seem to prevent prices from declining. Upward move-
ment is easy but reverse changes, including compensatory price declines in
some areas in response to price increases elsewhere, seem difficult. Pricing
policies of business are perverse by conventional price mechanisms stand-
ards. 1(demand recedes so that overhead costs are spread over a smaller
411ume, there may well be a price increase response. Spontaneous
ctligopoly-typew price increases are easy where inflation makes overpric-
ing error less likely or, at worst, ephemeral. New economic behavior
patterns new, not well-recognized economic forcesseem to be emerg-
ing. Even seasoned forecasters are constrained to fall back on the explana-
tory excuse: This or that part of the economy seems to `.`have a life of its
own." The "life-of-its-own" syndrome may have overtaken the whole
economy as we enter 1980.

(

The old trade-off rules, which guided the neo-Keynesians in managing
employment and the prices, have faltered and have an uncertain validity
for the 1980's. These rules of thumb, based on empirical observations over
the ears, such as the Phillips Curve and Okun's Law, no longer give
as ranee as to the key relationships which can be expected to prevail, for
e( ample, between unemployment and inflation rates or between employ-
ment/ unemployment and GNP growth rates. At best, they need overhaul
and reformulation.

The neo-Keynesian world relied on the bold but seemingly reasonable
principle that if effective demand is xpanded to absorb unutilized human
or other resources, output will respond upward and idle resources will be
drawn into the orbit of economic activity with relatively little inflationary
slippage. In the late phases of the Great Depression of the Thirties and in
much of the early postwar period, the Keynesian aspirations were sub-
stantially realized, although an ominous premonitory low-rate price
upereep soon developed. But for various reasons not all understood, the
neo-Keynesian approach encountered difficulties. The economy became
hypersensitized to inflationary pressure. A considerable margin of unem-
ployment resisted aggregate expansionary methods. The unemployed of
the 1970's were not the same as the previously employed and ready-to-
return-to-work brigades of the Thirties and postwar Forties.
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E. Definitional problems

Still another source of difficulty and uncertainty in predicting and manag-
ing the economy of the early 1980's is the apparent loss of relevant
definition or measurability of such vital variables as the quantity of
money, unemployment, and even price levels.

The effective money supply may no longer be relevantly and reliably
defined as the sum of currency in circulation and checking accounts or as
this sum plus time and savings deposits in commercial banks. There has
been only recent recognition that in a world of credit cards, insured and
highly liquid savings and loan accounts in thrift institutionspossibly
with telephonic transfer arrangements, liquid balances with money
market funds, and other developmentsthe money concept is blurred,
More comprehensive measures may be and have been developed, but their
relationships to price levels require further exploration.

In keeping with this general comment, critics have contended that inter-
preting the money supply numbers "has of late been a dicey game,"chiefly
because the "current monetary measures are notoriously obsolete." The
Federal Reserve's revision of the monetary supply figures in late 1978 has
been regarded by many as a failure. Under this system, M1 is currency
plus demand deposits; M1+ is M 1 plus savings deposits at commercial
banks and checkable deposits at nonbank thrift institutions; M2 is M1
plus time and savings deposits at commercial banks other than large
certificates of deposit (CDs); and M3 is M2 plus deposits at nonbank
thrift institutions. The Federal Reserve has now sought to correct the
situation by adopting a new series of money measurements early in
February 1980. This is to include major changes in the basic series of M's,
which are employed in judging the degree of control of the growth of the
money supply. One earl(report indicated that the major change would
probably be the publication of a "do-it-yourself" list of money supply

,components, including Federal Reserve estimates of a wide range of
money quantity itemsfrom the part of the Eurodollar magnitude (dollar
accounts in European financial institutionsjthat affects domestic money
growth to the changes money market mutual funds have caused in the
way people are now saving money. The additional shopping list of money
supply items would enable those dissatisfied with the old measures to "roll
their own" according to a quotation from Federal Reserve Governor
Henry C. Wallich. Another change is said to be the introduction of a novel
money measure to be called L, for liquidity, embracing all types of liquid
assets, apparently adding up to several trillion do }ars.
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How
measure
unemploy-
ment
and
inflation?

I

Possible confusion due to the shift in the data design is to be dealt with by
a "benchmark" series of growth rates for the new monetary aggregates
going back to 1973."

`,..

This lengthy exposition is not entirely a digression since it gives specific
.substance in a major area to the point that uncertainty prevails now and

will prevail in the future where the data used and the shape of the economy
being forecast are in doubt, under discussion, or in transition.

Unemployment may be overstated by people relaxing between jobs and
understated by the numbers,of frustrated people who give up trying to get
jobs, by the partially employed, and by the underemployed. Employabil-
ity is affected by legal and union-determined wage standards. Employ-
ment in the underground economy may affect the significance of
employment data.

The long-accented and respected measures of consumer price levels have
been sulbjected to challenge. Tedlinical details, such as the weighting of
housing purchases in the housing budget items, are said to overstate

(inflation as a measure of the typical consumer's market basket. The rude
intrusion of OPEC oil and related fuel and energy prices is said to
misrepresent the inflationary process to which normal restraining or
stabilizing instruments should be applied.

The skepticism about the CPI has recently been met head-on by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Commissioner Janet Norwood has defended
the present index against allegations by official and unofficial critics that
it exaggerates the inflation rate, but has announced as forthcoming some
five alternative "experimental" measures of the most controversial index
componentthe cost of home ownership. Any resulting revision of the
basic CPI would be long in coming, the announcement made clear, since
the CPI is the best available measure, has long been used, and forms the
basis of various wage and other contracts with a cost-of-living adjustment
(COLA) feature.12

All these technical matters will need continuing attention in the early
1980's. They merit some credence but cannot be resolved in a way that
readily serves forecasting and economic managTent needs of early 1980.
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HI. Limitations of Macroeconometric Forecastirig

A considerable part of the uncertainty in the immediate 1980 forecast
situation stems from the limitations of the macroeconometric technique.
A nontechnical background review of the methodology and problems of
macroeconometric forecasting is presented in Appendix A. \
Macroeconometric models are computerized systems of simultaneous
equations. based upon past observed relationships among economic varia-
bles. Their results reflect the interrelationships and interplay. among
variables in a way hitherto beyond the calculating ability or intuitive
perception of the most gifted. They largely follow the neo-Keynesian
approach to the national income, its components, and the mechanics of
income generation. They have understandable difficulties in identifying
and forecasting economic turning points. Like any forecasting technique,
they have difficulty in identifying, predicting, measuring, and expressing
the forces of human behavior and mass \psychology, particularly in a novel
and rapidly developing scenario.

Macroeconometric models must rely upon a set of basic assumptions that
depend in part upon external noneconomic decisions and events. They are
efficient and make a great contribution in their ability to explore the
implications of alternative assumr ions. But the selection of the most
probable assumptions and the assignment of probabilityweights to differ-
ent options in a cluster of possibilities relies upon informed judgment,
intuition,and, to a considerable degree, subjective choice. The choice of
assumption scenarios, no matter how intelligent, may still leave the
forecaster open to extraordinary surprise both in the form of unantici-
pated economic behivior and in the form of public policy or political
events.

The major forecasters have compiled very fine records. Even if they err,
and frequently they err together, they furnish a tangible, quantified
icenario that interested observers and policymakers can discuss, dissect,
and compare with their own more specialized view of economic events. A
brief comparative performance rating of five major macroeconometric
models, including Data Resources, Inc. (DRI); Chase Econometric Asso-
:iates Inc.; Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates, Inc.; and oth-
n.s, is presented in Appendix B.
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IV... Uncertainties Surrounding Major Forecast Assumptions

The practical validity of economic forecasts relying upon macroecono-
metric models depends upon (1) the realism and substantial correctness
of the underlying assumptions, (2) the applicability of the simultaneous
behavioral equations relating dependent to independent variables based
on past relationships, and (3) to an appreciable extent, the stochastic'
analysis, which simulates the impact of random shocks so as to develop
confidence bounds. A macroeconometric model may be technically excel-
lent; but if assumed conditions do not prevail, the forecast operation
becomes to that extent 'irrelevant. Moreover, the applicability of the
behavioral equations and their resultant interplay may be adversely
affected:

If 1979 was replete with surprises, inexplicable economic strength, and
mixed signal effects, 1980 promises to be similarly, if not more, unpredic-
table. Let's examine briefly some of the basic assumptions upon which
economic forecasting of GNP, inflation, employment, and other forecast
variables depends heavily. The nature of the aura of uncertainty around
key assumptions is evident almost from a listing of the areas of policy
commitment and "external" economic forces involved:

Fiscal policy and budgetory, posture
Monetary policy and interest rate structure controls
Petroleum and other energy supplies and prices
The value of the dollar on foreign exchanges, the state of world
economies, and the U.S. balance of international payments.

Much of the forecast rests in the hands of these assumptions, which deal
'with things with great potential for the unknowable and necessarily
embody intuitive judgment as to what is reasonable and plausible. In
some circumstances, the assumption virtually governs the forecast.

A. Fiscal policy and budgetary posture

Both in its major components, tax revenues and expenditures, and in their
subcomponents, the federal budget represents perhaps the single most
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important assumption in forecasting the 1980 economy. Various
approaches are possible in defining fiscal policy assumptions.

The Data Resources, Inc. (DRI), forecast as of mid-January 1980 recog-
n nized the cloudy budget policy outlook as the President prepared his

Budget Message for delivery January 28. It assumed that in spite of
significant tax debates in the electionyear, no tax cut would be adopted. It
assumed the adoption of a windfall oil profits tax in January to yield some
$2.7 billion in 1980, with substantially increasing amounts in. later years
($8.5 billion in 1981 and $17.1 billion in 1982). It envisaged a substantial
package of tax cuts and Social Security tax rollback, aggregating some
$25 billion to be effective early in January 1981. Expenditures were
assumed to undergo only a mild expansion in 1980, in response to the
generally expected iecession.2 -

Early
assumptions
and
previews
of fiscal
policy and
the budget
for 1980-81

Prior to the Afghanistan invasion by Russia, press previews of the fiscal
1981 budget to be submitted late in January indicated that, pending a few
final decisions, it would call for expenditures in the vicinity of $615 to
$620 billion, with a deficit in excess of $15 billion.; This figure compares
with a $35 to $40 billion deficit then expected for fiscal 1980, ending Sept.
30. The 1981 budget was reported to include previously questioned $2.3
billion aid for state governments in the general revenue sharing program
(possibly with stipulations for its use, i.e., aid to local governments) plus
$4.9 billion in revenue sharing aid to cities, cpunties, and other local
governments. The budget spending plans were described, as cutting back
on some domestic programs or curbing their growth, but not too severely.

Budget requests for defense were unofficially reported at $142 ,to $143
billion for fiscal 1981, up some 11.5 percent above the $127.4-billion level
expecttd for fiscal 1980. These requests were to increase the outstanding
obligational authority so as to push up the actual defense spending by $20
billion, or to more than $157 million in fiscal 1981, according to a
presidential statement. As of mid-December 1979, these plans were to
provide a "real" increase in the defense spending of about 4.5 percent in
the next five years, as against the 3-percent real increase figure sought in

the past few years.3

The Mid-December oposals included improvements in strategic nuclear
forces, naval der zation to support a rapid deployment force, long-
range cargo airc and supply ships loaded with Marine Corps combat
equipment. The announcement recognized that "the 1980's are likely to
bNng continual turbulence and upheaval" related to strains caused by
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"problems of energy price and supply." These plans were then attributed
by some observers partly to political requirements for the still pending
U.S. Senate ratificatiOn of thp SALT agreement but also to the increased
depth of international stresslazeci.pitated by the Iran hostage crisis.

The mid-December budget plans probably understated defense spending
increases, since such 'brojects tend to unfold gradually in the various
legislative and administrative phases and subsequent cost overruns are a
real possibility.

By mid-January 1980 the Administratipn's reported fiscal year 1981
budget was being characterized as "obsolete before it surfaces, a stillborn
victim of the new cold war." Commentators reported that, whatever last-
minute increases for defense were inserted in the 1981 budget, the U.S.
Congress would raise the ante, including taking a lOok at reviving the
military draft. An lent boom in defense spending was said to be
gathering force; de e stocks were strong in the securities markets. The
former $615-billion fiscal year 1981 budget (versus receipts of $600
billion) was regarded by experts as too low. Receipts estimated on the
basis of a modest recession were also conside,red outmoded by probable
stimulation of economic activity and GNP!

It is not necessary to belabor the range of possibilities in the level of
defense spending in the next year and the next five years. It is very large.
But defense is not the only area in which unusual budgetary uncertainties
prevail.

The essential situation with which the .nation is confronted involves a
large and probably unprecedented range of adjustments both to military
and security-type demands and to economic, Inge due to oil price and
availability problems and to anti-inflation/ ahtirecession / antidislocation
measures. Government may beicalled upon to ameliorate the effects of
harsh economic cutbacks, for example, in the automobile and steel indus-
tries, the housing field, and the agricultural industries affected by the
Soviet embargo. High interest rates will probably continue even after the
supposedly peak levels of late 1979 are moderated; and the impact of such
interest rates on housing may call for government intervention.

Economic dislocations and adjustments may be expected to call for a
variety of social and welfare programs to assist people thrown out of work
and businesses compelled to shut down or curtail their operations. The
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severity of these demands would depend upon the overall tone of the
economy and the depth and duration of the anticipated recession, self
still an unknown quantity.

On the taxation side of fiscal policy, the possibility of tax-increasing and
Some tax tax-decreasing measures under the pressure of economic and politicalcut package developments cannot be dismissed. As of mid-January 1980 the prospectspossibilities

for broad tax cuts in 1980 seemed to be dim at best. Still, it was thought,
influential groulis in the business communit9- might yet press for early
enactment of tax reduction and incentives to "spur productivity and offset
inflation." A Business Council tax package developed by the Business
Roundtable in mid-December 1979 called fora $25-billion tax reductions
as follows:

1.4

Business tax cuts $ 7 billiOn annually

Individual tax cuts. $18 billion annually

Total $25 billion annually

The business component included liberalized depreciation on" the 10-5-3
plan (10 year write-off for buildings, 5 for machinery and equipment, and
3 f light trucks) plus 1 or 2 percentage points off across the board for the .

corporate income tax. For individuals, the plan provided for rate schedule
adjustments to compensate for inflationary increases in the burden under
progressive rates.6

While these proposals seem' unlikely to be enacted in view of the mid-
January outlook for a brief, mild recession, if any at all, continuing
inflation; and new demands for defense spending, they Cannot, be dis-
missed if there is a sag later in the year.-'Other tax possibilities not to be
excluded include additional gasoline or petroleum taxes to .assist in
conservation and rationing of scarce supplies, special tax adjustments to
permit recycling of windfall oil tax revenues, and even a shift to value-
added tax (VAT) to bolster and replace payroll taxes for Social Security,
as proposed by. Chairman Al Ullman of the HoUge VVayand Means
Corn mittee.

3.7



B. Monetary policy and the interest rate structure

A major economic factor still in a state of unprecedented break with the
past and continuing adjustment is the monetar -interest rate policy of the
Federal Reserve following the sharp tighten' g initiated b*Chairman
Volcker. in October 1979. 4:(

,

111

The rapidity with which monetary variable forecast assumptions had to
be changed in the last two quarters of 1979 presages the kind of uncer-
tainty that must perforce prevail with respect to any assumptions made
for monetary policy for 1980.

The mid-January outlook in general subported, the' assumption thal an
austere monetary policy would be continued well into 1980, until the
recession and' natural supply- demand conditi6ns for money permitted
and favored some relaxation after mid-year 1980. Assnriiption of this
general character underlay the DRI forecast of JanuarY.1980.7 By mid-
February an upward movement in interest rates was becoMing evident.

The prospects for, a, milder, briefer recession or a slow-growth pattern,
with expar-40 defense spending, the possibilities of dollar weakness
conneatedi4ith international -money flows or speculation as part of the
repercussions of the gold frehiy;or continuation of the inflation crisis
could forestall any softening of the rigorous monetary ,policy of the
Federal Reserve dating from the Volcker new monetary policy (NMP)
initiative of October 6, I979

If there.ar6tanicertainties about the rats ale of the. NMP, there are likely
uto be uncertainties about. its future roe and possible modifications.

-Obvious questions are raised with respect to it on a conceptual 6asis. Is.it ,'
an expression of Friedmanesque monetarism, designed chiefly to reduce
excessive accommodation of money and creditddem4nds on the money
creating mechanisms of the Fed? Is it an up-to-date version of neo-
Keynesianism stripped =of its now inappropriate bias toward expansion-
ism and inflation? Is it essentially a conservative crisis measure, designed
chiefly to use the interest rate structure to slow borrowing and investment,
combat inflation; attract international funds, and strengthen the foreign
exchange position- of the dollar? Does it embody the idea of halting
inflation byernbraing unemployment and possibly moderate recession?
Is if tenable to assume very prolonged continuation,- of repressively high
interest rates? Will it prove necessary to "make exceptions" for the relief of
housing, small business, and other areas that would hamper its intended
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function? is it reasonable, on the other hand4to assume that it will be
feasible in terms of the rationale of the NMP. to.ease rates merely because
of slackenii g of heavy loan demands? Will:not foreign exchange/ balance
of payments' problems and continuing inflation:call for very high, possibly
rising rates? And the overriding 'uncertainty is'-whether we know, in a
stagflation situation, what a real)), high interest rateis in terms of real vs.
nominal= rates with the CPI rising at a 12; to_ 14-percerit. annual rate.'
Perhaps the NMP has, in fact, merely explored a stratum of nominal
interest rates, which begins to touch on a positive real- rate in -the more
traditional range of 3 to 6 percent

C. Energy prices and availability
t -

Energy costs .and supplies, with emphasis on imported petroleum, have a
major bearing on economic growth, productivity , the inflation rate, the
balance of international payments, the value of .,the dollar, monetary
policy cfArnitments, and other aspects of the economy of 1980 and

The year-end outlook for petroletim prices is, colored by several factors:
(1) failure of OPEC members tio reach a uniform pricing structure at the
Caracas, Venezuela, meeting, (2) s bstantial oil price increases and basi-
cally tight 4ipply conditions in 19 and beyond assumed by respected
forecasters, 3) conflicting evidenc adduced by,.some analysts to support
the opinion that prices of petroleum are peaking in view of a supply,
demand balaq e now developing that will necessitate production cuts by
OPEC to avc 1 an oil glut and tousOpport 1 oil price structure.8

(.1The OPEC agr men( to disagree left t world without a stable uniform
The oil price s Whether this means Official sanction to chaos in world'Caracas
agreement oil pricing: e arg 'ed. Oil prices were already being set and reset
to pen ally by the OP C cartel at levels ,generally designed to charge4disagree what traffic would bear, all factors bearing upon oil politics consi-

dere .ql e Caracas meeting adjournment without fixed price agreements
4iillsperniit each OPEC producer to set its own prices, i. ., tcideterrnine its

,

own vriceAllifferential from the then prevailing $2 per barrel to be
maintained: fo5.:the time being by S di- Arabia for its "light marker
crude." Oil is ifof ,homogeneous; there e various grades, qualities, and
characteristics, including processing cos sOhat justify price differentials.
The new arrangement also apparently allo quicker, less "cartelocratic"
price adjustments and its each OPEC- ember to exploit spot market
transactions and eetheiN, ib 4, I
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Oil prices must, of course, be assumed to increase in 1980-both because of
OPEC pricing and because of dbrneStic petrofeum price decotitrol.:The
DRI forecasi as of January .1980 assumed that OPEC prices Would,.
average Some: $27 per barrel 980 versus some $23 per barrel late in
1979, rising to $31 per barrel' in 1981 and $35 per barrel in 1982. Other
featureS: of their assumption were

An average 26-perOnt.annual rise in wholesale energy prices
Price-induced conservation and supply constraints causing a mod-,
erate (about 6 percent) drop in oil itriports in MO and 1,98.1 as
against 1979,
A rise in domestic crude oil prices by over 60,percent in 1980 over
1979, with further substantial percentage increases in store for.'1981.'...;

Land 1982:-
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DRI assumed that world petroleum prices would remain tight, supporting
upWard pressure on prices, shut that there would be no major supply
ShOrtfalls in 1980.9 -

The Heller-Perry letter pf January 21, 1980, regarded the Middle East
situation in 1980 as even 'More ominous than before. It indicated that,
after a momentary glut, we cannot count on adequate oil supplies even at
()FTC prices of $30 'per barrel: M Ore specifically, their forecast assumed
oil price increases now scheduled by .OPEC coupled with a 50- to 60-
percent rise in domestic .oil prices, but :Made no allowanee for "the
shortaies or poSsible rationing that would-accompany a major interrup':-..",:`
tion of supplies.'"

The gptimistic oil price forecast by f_awrenceShimerine of Chase Econo-
metric Associates, which suggests that the oil price spiral mayjtave ended
or settled down to a steady tie-in with world inflation rates, echoes the
momentary glut in the early months of 1980 mentioned in the Heller-r:
,Perry. treatment. It underscores still another possibility in the recognized
spectrUin of possible energy price and supply conditions for 1980.

Another forecaster, Citibank's Economic Week, outlines a still different
view of 1980 oil price and supply developments. It regards,,the OPEC
failure to agree on its benchmark crude oil price as not discontinuing its
rule over the world oil market and as getting, the 'iLS, "over a bigger
barrel." Still, given likely produCtion leyels, Economic Week suggested
that ,market forces will tend to establish a new equilibriym. in the $26 to
$27 per barrel range in 1980: These prices are expected to depress OPEC:-
oil exports but to offer "little challenge to its ability to set minimum oil
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prices.-:Econornic Week estimated' only a 2- percent reduction of U oil
consumption in 1980. Barring a substantial I ranian oil export cutback,
Economic Week' felt the 1980 oil market, in the midst of a weakening
world economy, "would provide the OPEC moderates ..th an opporthn-
ity to reassert their influence on oil prices.- But, it indicad, OPEC willibe
able to defend the $24 per barrel minimum agreed upon iKaracas "in the
face of any plauSible reduction in 1980's ,oil demand.;,!)

o
An essentially more pessimistic view of oil price and supply\.5onditions is
expressed by John F. O'Leary, former U.S. Deputy Secretary of Energy.
He envisages the 1980's as a period harsher by far to the consumer than the
unkind 1970's. He sees the decline of the strategic cushion of surplus-

,

producing capacity. He sees a "crossover" into a world of permanent
petroleum shortagesonce expected to occur only in the mid- to late-
1980'sas being now at hand, in light of manifestations of oil production
cutback tendencies in-many o rod ucing countries apart fibm I ran,,k0:fice*
impacts are rated as less se ous than the disruptive effects off''even

.relatively small supply interruptions and the spillover into social unrest,,,,

add 'possible military, action'2
'41

:

'

Another caveat with regard to energy price and Supply7demand condi-
tions: price-induced conservation to date has beeikshort,run and limited
by the existing stock of transportalicin,and heating equipment. As the
time span for adjustment by conshmersand users of fuel for automobiles,
home heating, and industr) ii40easeS,'lhe inertia of pasi:utilization patt-
erns will be overcome. For exaMple,-arthe huge gas guzzlers are gradually
removed from the highways, the way will be made easier and safer for
smaller and lighter vehicles. Greater technical flexibility and adaptation
than expected may occur even within the next couple of years and that will
improve upon the modest conservation and substitution effects witnessed
to date.

, .

D. ;The status of the dollar and.the state of world economies

Some macroeconomic models and other forecast systems need to make
certain assumptions relating to forces affkcting the external purchasing
power of Ow, dollar its exchange rate. These assumptions necessarily
take account of the prospects for both (I) the role of the dollar as a
reserve asset and as an oil vehicle and (2) theinternational trading
relationships and capitalyloWs that affect the balance'of payments and the
exchange value of the dollar.
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DRI's forecast of January 1980, for example, indicated that uncertainties
over the dollar's position as a reserve asset ,Cut'fi.,ney haVe:dfready Wea-
kened its value on the foreign exchanges. It assumes a depreciatibilin the
dollar's "trade-weightect,exchange rate" at an annual rate'of 1-.4:per:Cent in
Tie. period 1980 -82. ,,This depreciation, of course,. refleets-'both the
eXpect-ed highC),..S. inflation rate,4ricl the persisting or grow*:trade.
imbalanceS.;Onejactor in the assumed trade imbalance is a projected
slowing in the composite growth rate of "our industrial trading partners"
to 1.2 percent in 1980 versus 4.7 percent in 1979, to be followed by
recovery back to 1979 levels by 1'982.11,
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The Heller-Perry 1980 economic outlook letter of January 21, 1980, did
not make explicit assumptions about the depreciation (or appreciation)
possibilities for the dollar on foreign exchanges. Certain other assump-
tions or piojections it made.- -for example, about oil prices and productiv-
ity of the labor force-±Ilavi: an unfavorable bearing on the exchange value
of the dollar in 1980.'4 Earlier sanguine reports in: the Heller-Perry
outlook letter on exports and the trade balance, relying in part on bumper
crops and the Soviet market, looked to continued improvement in the
trade balance in 1980.15

The earlier Heller -Perry outlook letter of October 5, 1979, did, however,
deplore the use of high interest rates spurred in part by renewed "dollar
jitters." It observed that the Federal Reserve's interest rate boosts had not
succeeded in removing ".pressure on the dollar and attributed the then
emerging scramble fcirield and other precious metals to uncertainties
about the dollar andworld inflation prospects. Speculation in gold, silver,
and copper had 1-,een.Spurred especially by Arab buying. Among other
thing,s,the Heller-Ve-i=i-y analysis went on to put down anxieties, deemed-

).

ulaparticrly misplaced in the case of major industrial nations, that the
gold price explosion would have dangerous effects by boosting foreign
exchange reserves and thus':frfaxing policies of economic restraint. The
gold fever, in Heller and Perry's opinion, should have no significance for
I.J.conomic policy decisions, except as a "mirror of inflation, specula-
tion, and footloose money that keeps the dollar under pressure.".in their
view, the gold fever was a painful reminder that defending the dollar, in
accordance with the November 1978 pledges by the White House and the
Federal Reserve, involved costs in the form of slower growth and deeper
recessions. Their -conclusion as of October 1979 seemed to he that the
self-corrective forCes of deepening recession in the U.S. and slowdowns in
foreign economies would reverse the upswing in interest rates..I'his con-
clusion seemed to leave the reader with the impression that Heller and
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Perry did not regard the defense of the dollar as a big objective and looked
forward to the automatic easing of the dollar problem along with high
interest rates by the expected widespread recessionary trends in 1980.16

Hints of switches from the dollar to the German mark or the Swiss franc
as the medium for pricing oil and "storing" the enormous proceeds of oil
sale transactions have appeared in the I ancial news. But the possibility
of such a switch on a big scale seems to r se a-ri4cieties on the part of these
hard currency countries that the new roe would impose heavy, if not
intolerable, burdens that would handicap their domestic monetary man-
agement more than it would help the dollar. Nevertheless, this possibility,
along with high gold prices, underscores the depth of international
tension and uncertainty about international monetary institutions and
mechanisms.

The easing in the price of gold as of January 22, 1980, was followed by the
major gold price "correction" on January 23. This, possibly with the aid of
the damping of silver speculation by curbs imposed by the New'York and
Chicago commodity exchanges, seemed to promise at least temporary
relief from whatever pressure on the dollar might be considered to stem
from speculative excesses and irrational pricing in the precious metals
area. Gold prices, U.S. gold policy, and their broader implications for the
U.S. economy still remained sources of uncertainty.

A listing and brief discussion of some neglected contingencies and policy,
options are contained in Appendix C.
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V. Major Forecast Areas

This section reviews the prevailing forecasts in specific major sectors or
aspects of the economy, including the inflation rate, GNP and its chief
components, industrial production and capacity utilization, employment
and unemployment, labor productivity, interest rates, the government
sectors, selected major industries such' as autos and housing, and others.
Most forecast items of this type, as of late January 1980, have been geared
to the consensus-type prediction of a recession in 1980.They will be
presented subject to all the qualifications and reservations raised by the
Middle East situation, the apparent end of detente, and the expected rise
in defense spending. A number of the seetoral forecasts are interrelated,
and coherent presentation is consequently compli ed.

1
e

A. Inflation outlook

47

In general, forecasters predict that inflation will continue at double-digit
rates through the first half of 1980; demand pressures are expected to ease
slowl , particularly in view of the recent delay and amelioration of the
,rec ton outlook and the diffusion throughout the economy of higher
fuel rid gasoline prices due to the December 1979 oil repricing. Once the
oil cd§t-push factor is absorbed and distributed and recession softens
demand, inflation is expected to fall back to high single-digit figures. The
average CPI inflation rate for 1980 as a whole is apparently expected to be
in or near the double-digit range but below the abOve-13 percent figure
racked up in 1979.

This summary closely parallels the DRI inflation forecast, based on its
"control" or most likely forecast scenario.' It is also similar, but with some
differences noted later, to the Heller-Perry forecast of January 21, 19802
and to an only slightly more recent forecast by Professor Heller.3 The
Heller-Perry approach factors together the various "building blocks" of
inflation for 1980: (1) modest labor productivity growth and compensa-
tion increases, (2) OPEC and domestic decontrol oil price hikes, and
(3) projected easing of mortgage interest rates. It comes out with an
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average CPI rise of about 9 percent for 1980 as a whole, consisting of a
13-percent rate early in the year and a rate between 7 and 8 percent by the
end of 980. Professor Heller's own summary of this forecast is: "Yes,
inflatio*ill race ahead at its present pace, or worse, for several months
as burgeoning oil costs continue to lift prices at the pump and the rise in
mortgage rates continues to distort the CPI numbers. But, by mid-year,
double-digit inflation should be behind 'us."4

A recent Economic Week analysis of "ivhat .the downturn means for
prices" examined the effect of different phases of the economic cycle on
the inflation rate due to productivity and labor cost patterns, which it
finds gives results- at variance with traditional economic theory that
recessions ease inflationary pressures.5 The exposition explained that
recent history showed that recessions have a strong negative effect on
productivity. Thus- in terms of cost-push inflation the anticipated reces-
sion would push prices up. However, it could "lay the groundwork for a
future slowdown in the rate of inflation," since output per worker hour
"typically surges ahead as soon as the recession has ended," thus reducing
the rate of increase in unit labor costs. Economic Week also looks forward
to some wearing off of the 1979 spurts in energy, housing, and finance
costs, but not in substantial amount until the second half of 1980. This
whole supply side analysis is qualified also by Economic Week's observa-
tion that the demand side is important and any substantial reduction in
the general inflation rate would have to wait upon a "sustained slowdown
in the rate of growth of the money supply."

Inflation forecasts have tended to err on the downside in recent years.
Various factors other than technical error in forecasting equations are
responsible. Some are quite understandable, such as unforeseen or under-
estimated events. Unconscious bias due to a desire to justify and defend
intellectual positions on macroeconomic management and politicization
are probable factors. The emergence of supply side factors, resistance of
costs and prices to downward movement (ratchet effect), and inadequate
comprehension of the impact of monetary accommodation seem to have
played their part. The analyst must wrestle with various interacting,
self-reinforcing components of inflation, such as the wage-price spiral.
This involves comparisons of productivity and wage guidelines or other
wage determination processes and gaging the inertial momentum of
inflation. There are the mysterious costing and pricing-policies of large
corporations with market power to contend with. Recession effects on the
cost-supply side are in conflict with the traditional role of contracting
demand in the price equation. Consumer psychology and behavior and
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the whole field of inflation-expectational economics need to be further
explored and developed.6 There are economic mechanisms that are
neither. fully understood nor quantified. All these points have some
bearing on the 1980 situation.

As further background, a brief comparison of inflation, GNP, and unem-
ployment predictions in two governmental forecasts for 1980-81 by the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the President's Council ofEco-
nomic Advisers (CEA) is presented in Appendix D.

An interesting dissent from the consensus-type forecast for 1980-81, that
recorded by the ARIMA. technique (as developed by Data Resources,
Inc.), is summarized in Appendix E.

B. Gross national product

The heart of an economic forecast is its prediction for the gross' national
product (GNP)the conicehensive measure of the nation's output of
goods and services. This magnitude embraces the entire package of eco-

ditures, gross private mestic investment, exports/ imports, and

eco-
nomic activities and its ma t or components: personal consumption expen-
ditures,

purchases of goods and services. The GNP in current dollars,
with adjustment by the imjcit price deflators for GNP, reflects both the
overall GNP inflation rate and the real (inflation-adjusted) GNP. The

,treatment of GNIP componen s and subcomponents in an economic fore-
cast reflects, thM $xpected omic factors or trends that are expected to
alter or suppqp 'the e economic movement.

The GNP forecast might seem at first glance to involve. less risk than
specific forecast items since it combines various sectors, the ups and
downs of which may average oqt, or compensate each other. However, the
GNP components are interrelated and to some extent mutually
reinforcing.

The Heller-Perry 1980 forecast letter and the DR1 control (most proba-
ble) forecast of January .1980 predict roughly comparable declines in GNP
for 1980 but with significant differences. Let's examine them briefly.

The Heller-Perry forecast indicates that real GNP in 1980 will fall 1.2
percent below 1979, but the current dollar value GNP will be pushed up by
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infliftion by some 7.8 percent to over $2.5 trillion ($2500 billion). As of late
January 1980 Heller and Perry were still forecasting very much as they did
in October 1979that the predicted ,recession would carry GNP down
about 2.5 percent "from peak to trough." In the January 1980 forecast
they refer to the GNP decline as a "slide" lasting most of the year. That this
is a mild recession forecast is indicated by their October 1979 comparison
of the 2.5-percent slide-off figure with comparable figures for recent
recessions: 5.7 percent drop in 1973-75; 1.4 percent, in 1949; 3.3 percent, in
1953-54; 3.2 percent, in 1957-58; 1.2 percent, in 1960; and 1.1 percent, in
1969-70.

Heller and Perry stick essentially to the one GNP forecast that they term a
"reasonable prospect," but they qualify it by the contingency that "an
intensified military build-u could reverse the slide rather quickly." They
give little or no attention t the possibility of down-side errora more
severe recession.

The DRI forecast predicts a-decline in real GNP at an average 2-percent
annual rate over the four quarters ended 1980: III, with recovery setting in
late in the year. This forecast contemplates a current dollar GNP figure of
some $2559 billion for 1980 as a whole, subject to an implicit price deflator
in the 9.5-percent range. The DRI forecast for 1980 follows its usual
forecast pattern of attaching probability weights to the control forecast
(50 percent) and possible alternative scenarios. The DRI analysis as of
January 1980 recognized only a 10-percent chance of a briefer, milder
recession; it attaches greater probability (15 percent) to a deep recession,
but still greater probability (25 percent) to a "boom-bust" scenario that
would maintain,,increasing GNP real growth rates through the first half of
1980, to be followed by a sharp dip resulting in a negative annual growth
rate (nearly -9 percent) in 1980: 1M.

The Heller-Perry analysis views their moderate recession forecast as the
resultant of several negative factors. pulling GNP down in 1980 (a tighten-
ing federal budget, Itigh interest rates and tighter credit, and oil prices
equivalent to a $50 billion net drain on consumers' purchasing power) and
a cluster of expected positive factors supporting or pushing up GNP so as
to keep the recession "within moderate bounds" (an expected "mild
inventory correction,"8 underlying strength in housing demand, strong
export performance, and the "mounting tide" of defense spending).
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The DRI analysis contemplates alpoderate overall fall-off or hesitation in
consumer buying after its recent display of stubborn strength partly due to
"hedge buying." 'After recent higher-than-anticipated levels, business
investment in plant and equipment is expected to turn down. Other
negative factors operating to pull the real 1980 economic level downward
are the near double-digit inflation rate expected for the first half and the
9-percent range ex tk cted thereafter, a drop in housing under the pressure
of tight money, anal'. entory corrections-reflecting weaker markets. The
DRI discussion conclus es that the economy is not likely to regain
momentum until early 1981.

Specific attention was given by DRI to a no recession or moderate growth
scenario in the form of a special study.9 The study concluded that if
defense spending or private derriand inflamed by inflation should push
growth on through 1980-81, there would be adverse repercussions that
would produce a worse recession later. These consequences are no
improvement in inflation, higher interest rates, low savings rates, deterio-
ration in business balance sheets, and other more serious risks: (1) OPEC
responses to enlarging U.S. demands for energy, (2) weakened U.S. trade
balance, and (3) accompanying dangers to the world monetary system.

In broadbrush, possibly oversimplifying terms, the Heller-Perry and DRI
forecasts may agree on overall GNP results, but the policy conclusions
they draw are different. Heller-Perry says,.in effect, recession is coming
unless defense spending "upgets the applecart," but recession will be a bad
development because it will do little to ease the chronic inflation problems
and will cause unemployment and failure to achieve the full U.S. eco-
nomic potential. DELI also says mbderate recession is coming (and the
chances of a worse one are greater than for a milder one); but if moderate
recession does' not materialize because of a consumer buying splurge or
defense spending, the results will be bad because inflation and stimulated
energy use will lead to a graver future bringing-to-account and new OPEC
pressures.

C. Consumer 'spending

onsumer spending is the largest single component of GNI?, roughly 64
per ent at recent levels. It directly-reflects the current living standards and
indir ctly the persohal savings rates of the people It has a certain stability
and, is ared closely to consti?er incomes,,b0.42carr show considerable

/
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volatility and unpredictability at critical times due to changes in consumer
mood and confidence, expectations, availability of credit, responses to
products, the weather, attitude towards personal saving, and other fac-
tors. Apart from its sheer size in relation to the GNP total, consumer
spending can encourage or dampen business investments in inventory and
productive plantand equipment.

The January DM' control forecast of moderate recession in 1980 projects
only a 1.7-percent decline in consumer spending over the first half of 1980,
related chiefly to durables and energy-related items. Recovery is forecast
later leading to a 3.1-percent annual growth rate in consumer buying in
1981 and 1982. Car sales are prominent in this aspect of the fore?st. The
consumption figure as a whole plays a prominent role in accounting for
differences between the control forecast of moderate recession and altex/
native scenarios ranging through boom -bust, brief recession, and deep
recession.10

The Heller-Perry outlook analysis for 1980 recognizes the role of consu-
mer spending, described as "surprisingly feisty," in staving off the reces-
sion in late 1979. The bulge in consumer spending was apparently at the
expense of personal saving rates, which declined from 5.2 percent early in
1979 to 3.25 percent of disposable income in the latter half of 1979. This
development. was all the more .suiprising in view of the drop in auto
purchases, which would ordinarily be reflected in higher personal saving
rates. Heller andtPerry, believe that a considerable part of the sustained
consumer spending was financed by the proceeds of new mortgages on
ex(isting homeS, a source that will dry up. The Heller-Perry forecast is for a,
return of the persona) saving rate to more normal levels of around 5'
percent. For 1980 as a whole, Heller and Perry are of the opinion that
consumer spending will grow about 9.5 percent over 1979 in current
dollarswhich, after correction for inflation, would represent little or no
real increase.'

Uncertainties of consumer mood, reaction to inflation and world uncer-
tainties, adaptation to energy prices and shortages, and access to cash
flow from one not readily identifiable source or another make clear the
risks in an economic forecast, especially for recession, in the present
situation.

t-o



D. Business fixed.inveStment

BusineSs fixed investment, technically known as nonresidential fixed
investment, represents business spending on plant and equipment (Struc-
tures plus producers' durable equipment). \Running at levels of about $261
billion annually in late 1979, it constitutes some 11. percent of GNP.
Forecasts of this important variable reflect business confidence, the busi-
ness community's perdeption of consumer demand trends in relation to
existing capacity, the cost and availability of financing, and other factors,
such as tax incentives and overall growth 'expectations. Businss fixed
investment is important for increasing-efficiency and productivity. Under
inflationary conditions, it is subject-to a tax handicap due to the shrinking
real value of depreciation allowances' based on historic cost. Busin
fixed investment traditionally responds, with some lag, in multiple
fashion to increases or decreases in consumer dema0d (sometimes called
the "accelerator effect"). Business spending, in turn, has a "multiplier
effect" on the economy because of the wider circulation ofmoney incomes
it generates and supports.

The Heller-Perry outlook letter of January 21, 19$0, was quite firm in
pronouncing that, in spite of large order backlogs for machinery and
equipment and commitments for construction,,"strength in this sector is
ebbing. "1' Netting out a number of .conflicting indicators in the capital
spending area, Heller and Perry foresaw business fixed investment rising
nearly 9 percent in current dollars, representing little change in real
outlays after inflation correction. Their qualifications on'this evidence of
weakness were that (1) it was not expected to snowball as in the preyious
recession of 1974-75 and (2) it Could be reversed in the event of military
build-up.

The DRI control forecast of January 1980 projected a definite decline of
business fixed investment at a 4.8-percent annual rate over the next four
quarters, with continued smaller declines-in 1981 but strong recovery in
1982. The fall,of nonresidential construction iri1080 was,expected to be at
a higher rate (6.5 percent) that that of the decline of spending on produc-
ers' dui-able equipment (3.9 percent).13

The Citibank's Economic Week as of mid-December 1979 was of the
opinion that, while business capital spending had been o.ne of the bright
spots in the U.S. economic picture in the recent period, most recent
surveys of business plans indicated that real capital spending may well
have, peaked and slower investment growth is likely in 1980. T Tecent
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strength in capital spending was 'folind traceable to transportdtion equip
meet.. While aircraft buying would-' hold, up automobile buying was
expeeted to be a "source of weakness."'Its7Oessimistic conelusion: real
equipment outlays would fall some 9 to 10 percent by mid-1980 and
nonresidential structures would drop even more, by some 12.5 percent
before it "troughed" in late 1980. While Economic Week's analysts
regarded this as a mild decline, they warned that it could be greater if-the
recession turned out to be more severe than expected.

The uncertainty and tentativeness in the tzusiness capital spending picture
are given another fillip by U.S. Department of Commerce data released in
late Jantidry,, which showed that among other things, new factory orders
for nondefense cdpitd1:.gOods=regarded as a barodieter of futiire plant
and,equipment spending jumped 7.9 percent in December 1979 versus a
2-percent rise in November and a 3.7-percent decline in October.

Commenting on this new report', Courtenay Slater (the Department's
chief economist) said tharit "fits the pattern we've been seeing, but that
pattern is somewhat of a'mystery . . . new orders for durables certainly
aren't strong, but they certainly aren't falling. off and collapsing,
either . . . all the underlying forces tell us we';Ought to be going into a
recession, but there's very little in the data to'badc that up." Nevertheless,
Dr. Slater added that she continued to believe that the combination of
high energy,'-costs and inflation, with its:eroding effect on consumer's
buying Poweil, ultimately will produce a downturn in 1980.14

All these developments and comments confirm thy now familiar question
whether the long-predicted recession of 1979 will really occur but suggest
a restatement: If there is eventually an economic downturn in 1980 as a
result of inflation, OPEC adjustments, and similar disturbing factors, will
it be the same recession previously forecast but merely on a delayed time
schedule or will it, in fact, be a new phase of economic difficulty and,
readjustment?

E. inventory behavior

Business inventory changes figure in most comprehensive economic fore-
casts. Indeed, one of the early classical theories of what was then called
"the trade cycle" was based largely on waves of inventory accumulation
and decumulation,-and the resulting stimulus -or destimulus to factories'
payrolls, all under the pdrtial governance of interest rates and Credit:
supplies.



Business, inventorieS,..:including wholesale and retail trade plusmanufac
turers' stocks and gdods in process, represent a total in the $425 billion
range.15 Net changes in inventories represent investment (increases). or
disinvestment (decreases) Relatively, small percentagechanges in the
inventory figure contribute significant amounts. to the 9business invest-
ment picture. Inventory holdings are essential to production and distribu-
tion; an adequate flow of goods in the .pipeline smooths the
production-distribution sequence, avoids interruptions and delays, and
provides an important reserve for fhe economy:inventories are kept in
balance with sales. and production flows 'but are affected by cost factors
and 'expectations: Co tion and similar-advariced inventory con-
trol.procedures have elped econ m'ze on inventory investment. Higher
interest rates have a ded to the cost f holding inventory, whileinflation-
ary trends may haveynded to induce adVance buying of inventory goods
and materials. Top-heavy; nventories are source of instability' since
rapid liquidation would be a negative investment factor depressing pro-
duction, enfployment, and the GNP. Lean inventories may reduce the risk
of disorderly liquidation' but Under strong recoveryconditiOnS'Could lead
to rapid accumulation fueling a boom.

The Heller-Perry outlook letter of January 21, 1980,16 observed that
restraint in business thventories has prevailed.' Allowing for the special
increase in petroleum product inventOries, Heller and,Perry, like others,
found a good balance in other inventory components with sales. They
forecast inventory cutbacks (d'ecurnulation) in, response to predicted
weakness ,in retail sales, .but the correction was anticipated to be milder
than usual in recessionary periods. Thus, for 1980 as a whole they merely
forecast $15 billion less inventory accumulation than in 1979.

,

The DRI control forecast of January 1980 showed a net inventory decum-
ulation of some $1.4 billion over the period 1980: 1, II, 111 as a whole with.
net accumulation of $3.4 billion in 1980: IV, Making a net accumulation of
about. $2billion for 1980 as a whole.17,This compares, however, with a net
accumulation of some $40 to $45 billion during 1979. The DRI analysts
felt, however, that the cautious inventory control, in line with sales, they,
had observed in 1979 seemed to. continue and."should help to restrict the
normally volatile movements of inventories during a downsWing."18

The greatest inventory-movement risk the .DRI forepastgrs found in the
1980 situation was the possibility of a sustained boom in 1980 (part of the
boom-bust scenario), which would leave businesses "understocked and
scrambling for additional goods and supplies."19 The 25-percent probabil-
ity weight attached to this explosive possibility is a matter of subjective
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F: Interest rates

interest rates constitute a recognized structure with a spread among
different rates that has its own syMptomatic value. Interest rates affect the
price of corporate equities as, well as outstanding bonds and, among other
pervasive effetts on capital costs, have an impact On housing construction
and home buying and the financing of consumer durables. Any evaluation:-
of the outlook, for interest, rates has to start with questions about the
developinents in the period following the Federal Reserve's announce-
ment on October 6, 1979, of a restrictive monetary and interest rate policy.
Various questions arise notably:

o Has the policy been successful in sloWing.growth in the money
stock'?

Has it . effected an economic Slowdown and, if so, of What
dimensions?

pa

o.

Part of the consensus-ty e forecast is the prognostication tivatinterest.
rates have alreadypeaked in the last quarter, of,,1979 or are aboOSOPO do:so
early-in .1980. This peak may be characterized in various ways with respect
to the complex structure or hierarchy of interest rates. DR1 sees the peak
in terms' of .a prime rate (rate extended by commercial banks' on short
term loans to their best-rated business customers) of over 15 percent and a
federal funds' rate (rate charged on loans of reserve deposits. funds in
trading arnong° member banks of the Federal ReserVeSystern) of about
13.75 percent.20

The projected decline is predicted to be slow, with the prime rate, 'accord-
ing to DM estimates, falling no lower than 10.25 percent in 1981.

,The complexity. of the interest rate forecast and the risks of departure
from the consensus -type view on amount, timing, and direction of change
are substantial. Tending to increase interest rates are- the political crisis
'affecting theTersian Quif area, chaotic and speculative commodity and
internationfinancia markets, and the. OPEC ail price effects on the
persiStitg severe inflat On: Combatting these supposedly upward-pushng
fOrces are the various spects of the expected recessionary economy, with
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sluggish. monetary demands, failed credit 'demands, and a consistent
F-

and stabilizing Federal Reserve stance. Is the result a standoff or is the
balance tipped toward a lower or higher interest-rate structure's

The DRI detail analysiS on interest rate's seems to conclude that the
combination of factors affecting the financial markets suggests weaker
bond markets (higher interest yields) in contrast with lower money market
rates. The uncertainty is such that the DRI detail forecast. attaches 40-
percent Probability to the contingency that worsening inflation attd other
factors may prolongpigh interest rates and push them to new peaks.
'Considerable weight is!attached to the possibility of thd' double peak for
interest rates (an earlier one for money market rates and a later one for
long-term bonds) in 'view of the intractable inflation problem.21

TAtilleller-Perry outlook analysis for 1980 makes no explicit appraisal or
foreCast of the interest rate structure. It implicitly forecasts that the
otherwise expected decline in interest rates would be delayed by "eco-
nomic buoyancy and political tensions abroad," with the Possible result of
a:delay and recovery of real housing activity until 1981.22

Citiba k's Economic Week of December 31, 1979, expressed the opinion
that he spring or summer of 1980 the Fed will experience growing
preSsu stimulate the economy as expected increases in unemployment
develop and real ingomes continue to decline. Its view is that sagging
business activity and easing of inflation expectations by themselves
should cause a marked decline in interest rates in 6 to 18 months. Specifi-
cally,.it forecasts that the certificate of deposit (CD) rate will fall from
about 13.5 percent as of yeaf-end 1979 to an average of 9 to 9.5 percent by'
spring 1980 and 7 to 8 percent by the first half of 1981unless the Federal,
Reserve resumes .stimulative policies.

If the Ped should go baCk to a stimulative approach to "accommodate" oil
price increases or to cope with recession and help recovery in the second
half of 1980 (and this stimulus is larger than in the 1975-76 recovery),
Economic Week analysts believe that interest rates in 1980 "probably
would remain relatively high," due to the effect on business and inflation
expectations.23

There are other views on the highly complex and fluid set of forces and
policy decisions affecting interest rates. In an October 1979 address
entitled "Interest Rates Cleared for Takeoff:" Dr. Albert M. Wojnilower,
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Managing director, The First Boston Corporation, made this introduc-
tory oonlment:

. As interest rates climb higher and higher, even some of the most
hardriosed bond-market bears seem tempted to reach for the honey
known to be stored at the ultimate peak. Rates surely are high by', any
historical standard. Alit history can be a treacherous guide when inter-,
preted too narrowly. The history familiar to many of us refers to a past

do when the dpminance of the United States in world affairs was unassail-
Ale, when our domestic lifestyles were different and much less diverse,
and when-,,, financial institutions and markets were far more
circumscribed by convention and by law. These times are gone, perhaps
never to return.

Dr. Wojnilower concluded, among other things, that (1) 'much of the rise
in long-term interest rates is likely to be quite permanent in character,
(2) the dismal inflation outlook for the long run means higher bond
yields, Treasury bond. yields in excess of 10 percent is the rock-bottom
forecast, and (3) it is not apt to be long "before the storm arrives." The
signal for the next cyclical crest in interest rates, Dr. Wojnilower
observed, is likely to come from abroad and not from Washington;
foreign exchange markets and foreign economic competitors will block
efforts to 'move to lower interest rates. Only when the major industrial
powers have cooled off their inflation can the U.S. "expect a breather
from rising, interest rates."24

Still another divergent view, by commentator Henry Brandon:

In November most people thought (following the Volcker new mone-,
tary policy of the Fed) that the dollar had bottomed, that gold had been
knocked in to head by the huge rise in interest rates, and that the major
recession about to start would complete the process of disinflation. It
was an illusion. Credit is becoming easier, interest rates are receding,
and the dollar, instead of recovering, hit a new low.

Mr. Brandon concluded that the battle against inflation has been smo-
thered by the new priorities: Iran and Afghanistan. The implication:
inflation will continue; people will seek to live with it rather than bring it
under control, unless financial collapse intervenes.25 A related, unspoken
implication of the Brandon analysis is that relatively easy credit at interest
rates that are nominally high but still too low to restrain inflation may be
one of the easy ways of living with the inflation system.

One of the aspects of the interest rate structure that directly affects great
numbers of people as home buyers and home sellers is the Mortgage rate.
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Experts in the field are reported to expect mortgage rates to fall during
1980, possibly to between 10.5 and 10.75 percent (versus current rates in
the 11.5- to 12-percent range, with incipient movement toward 14 percent
and up). But, they also expect these "benefits" to be shortlived. Increased
demand from the late 1940's "baby boom" is expected soon to be "explo-
sive," forcing departures from the conventional 30-year mortgage at fixtd
rates.26

DRI, on the other hand, predicts that the effective convention Imortgage
rate for new single-family homes will peak in excess of 12 percent by early
1980 and "remain sticky at 11.5 to 12 percent over the remainder of the
year."27

Mortgage lending by the savings institutions lives under the specter of
disintermediationa process dreaded by thrift institutions by which
savers withdraw funds from financial "intermediaries" and lend them
more directly to various borrowers at higher interest returns than offered
by the intermediaries to depositors. DRI analysts believe that the higher
interest rates paid to depositors will compel persistently high mortgage
rates. Limited declines may begin late in 1980 with expected recession and
more accommodating monetary policy. Risks contemplated by DR1
analysts relate to "deep recession" and "boom-bust"scenarios (40 percent
combined probability) with double-digit inflation and possible severe
disintermediation.28

Other questions and uncertainties, related in part to the interest rate
structure and its responses to the Iran-Afghanistan crisis, involve:

The extent to which government borrowing will pressure mortgage
and other long-term markets
Whether governmental decision making is prepared to make a
substantial exception from general monetary restraint for the hous-
ing industry and the home buyer
How that exception, if made, would be implemented
How the impact of sharply higher interest rates on the value of
mortgages and securities acquired under lower interest rates (and its
repercussions on net worth, capital ratios, and technical solvency of
financial institutions) can be,nandled
The extent of enhancement of the advantages of tax-exempt financ-
ing by state and local governments under higher interest rates due to
the fact that the inflation premium component of tax-exempt inter-
est is not run through the income tax mill.
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G. Housing

An outstanding feature of e mic projections for 1980 is a continuing
decline in new housing starts, caused by the sharply higher mortgage
interest rates and scarcity of mortgage funds. If questions remain, they
seem to be how deep the ultimate falloff will be andii-ow the decline in this
important segment of the economy, furnishing employment and serving a
basic need of millions of Americans, may be ameliorated. Measures to
amelioatate may include adjustments to stem the outflow of deposit funds
and to protect the reservoir of mortgage money.

New housing starts in )978 totalled about 2 million. The seasonally
adjusted annual rate ranged between 1:4 and 1.9 million in various
months of 1979, running at around 1.5 million toward the end of the
year.29

The DRI control forecast of January 1980 predicted that housing starts
would fall to 1.3 million by mid-1980, with-recovery beginning slowly in
late 1980 as financial markets stage a predicted recovery. The forecast
envisaged a rise to 1.8 million units in 1981 and 2 million (the 1978 rate) in
1982. The detailed forecast discussion disclosed "bleak prospects" for the
single-family housing market and financial data signaling further prob-
lems ahead. These signals included a tight and, shrinking mortgage money
market and losses of savings and earnings by the thrift institutions. DRI's
evaluation recognized some hope in recent policy changes to strengthen
the flow of funds from savers to the housing buyers, such as federal and
state actions for relief from restrictions of state usury laws, new variable-
rate money market certificates, and proposals by the Federal Home Loan
Bank (FH LB) Board for variable-rate mortgages.

The DRI analysis points to continued strength in multifamily housing
construction aided by government support and' the compulsion of "unaf-
fordable" single-family home prices and financing requirements.

The overall outlook in the DRI analysis is for weak housing ality, with
considerable downside risks in the forecast due to even tight financial
conditions.30 1,1

The Heller-Perry outlook letter ofJanuary 21, 1980; was also pessimistic
about residential construction in 19810. It predicted a>fall in housing starts
to 1.3 million in 1980, 25 percent below the 1979 level of about 1.75
million. This would represent a 15-percent drop in terms of GNP for "real



residential construction activity" for 1980. Heller and Perry recognize the
underlying strength of the housing sector: little evidence of gluts or
overbuilding, strong rates of family formation, and low vacancy rates.
Recovery only requires more favorable interest rates and mortgage
money, but Heller and Perry feel that this condition will be delayed by the
underlying economic buoyancy and political tensions abroad possibly
until 1981.

The Citibank's -Economic Week .of January 28, 1980, is somewhat more
optimistic in the near term than either DRI or Fieller-Perry' on the housing
outlook, forecasting 1.5 million units in 1980 versus their 1.3 million
range. For 1981, it sees recovery to about 1.75 million starts, slightly
below the 1979 level. Its analysis focuses on the regional differences in
prospective housing trends in recession and recovery, due to relative
growth patterns and other regional differentials. Population growth pat-
terns favor the maintenance of high levels of both demand and housing
construction in the West and the South and a growing share of the
nation's total housing activity. However, housing stock dearths and
vacancy rates, especially in the Northeast but to a lesser extent in the
North Central states, suggest faster recovery in those areas in 1981, the
North Central area nearly matching the Northeast due to its anticipated
earlier recovery of purchas,ing power.3'

Overall,the outlook for housing in 1980-81 seems to be one of strong
underlying demand based on population growth and need. The uncertain-
ties relate primarily to the operation of the fina6cial structure, govern-
ment credit policies overall and with respect to housing, and possible
political events abroad that could perforce depress or halt normal housing
growth.

A few further perspectives on housing uncertainties are in order. Housing
construction expenditures were ranging around the $100-billion level
(seasonally adjusted annual rate) in December 1979. Of this total, roughly
79 percent represents new housing units; and 21 percent, nonhousekeep-
ing residential construction and additions and alterations. Important as it
is, housing construction accounts for only about 42 percent 'of total
construction in dollar terms as of December 1979. In the event housing
receded as foiecast for 1980, other constructionfor federal, state, and
local governments; for commercial, industrial, and other uses, including
construction related to growing defense requirementscould absorb part
or all of the "release" of construction GNP by housing declines so as to
cushion the overall effect on the national economy.32
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Other uncertainties in the 1980 situation:
How twill inflation expectations affect the inflation-corrected net
real mortgage rate that home buyers perceive?
Will the anticipated falloff in auto demapd serve to irrigate the
housing market?
If the refinancing of existing homes, some of which is drained into
other uses by the sellers of homes, was reduced by horOprice
conditions and credit policies, what support would this lenoito new
housing?

:Will new; eA;en more favorable, savings certificate provisions and
similar financial vehicles maintain a surprising flow of money to

liOtisinersupport

H. Autos

Like housing, automobile production and sales are one of the indicators
that help give economic forecasters considerable assurance in predicting
an economic decline in 1980. The auto industry and its suppliers consti-
tute a major element in the U.S. industrial structure. In normal times a
major falloff in domestic auto production and sales would almost cer-
tainly portend recession.

Experts differ in their degree of pessimism about the economic outlook
for the automobile sector, althQugh much of the difference may consist of
interpretive semantics rather than the actual statistical magnitude
involved. Some, like Heller-Perry, seem to soft-pedal the auto industry
component of the economy, as though with higher values in mind they did
not care to attach War& to a shrinkage of autos in a general decline or give
credit to a strong auto sector for possible strength in the economy of 1980.

First, a brief background on recent production levels for motor vehicles
and parts. As of December 1979, the production'index for motor vehicles
and parts was 134.8 versus 182.1 a year earlier (26-percent reduction) and
169.9 for 1978 as a whole (21-percent reduction).33 Imports of small
foreign motor cars were making inroads into U.S. markets; and American
auto manufacturers were apparently incapablebecause of the long lead
time in production planning and previous lack of foresight or limited
responsiveness on the part of all concerned to imminent conservation
requirementsof fully meeting the' new market demands for more fuel-
efficient vehicles. This is the setting for the projected further. ,declines in
automobile production.
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On the pessimistic side, Lawrence Chimerdine of Chase Econometrics is
reported to forecast total car sales in 1980 of 9.1 million units, down 13.3
percent from the 1979 estimate of 10.5 million and 19.5 percent from the
1978 level of 11.3 million units, the latter the highest level since 1973.
Chimerdine predicts that foreign imports (equal to 22 percent of sales in
1979) will be down to 20 percent in 1980, leaving 7.3 million domestic
units sold. American production of small cars is said to account for the
2-percentage-point drop but is characterized as still nowhere near enough
to be of much help to domestic automakers. The auto sales downturn is
expected to run into summer 1980 as the anticipated recession intensifies.
"Advance" buying in late 1979 is said to have borrowed from the future
.market. People are said to be keeping their cars longer, waiting until the
installment debt is fully paid off before "trading in," discouraged by the
slump in used-car valuations from trades, and driving less.34

Somewhat; but qualifiedly, more optimistic, David L. Babson #8,c Co.,
investment advisers, are reported to predict atWo-yeat dro0(1980-81) of
12.5 .percent from the 1978 level of auto sales. They predict that the
-1979-80 slowdown will turn out to be milder than 'in 1973-75.35 Babson
indicates auto recovery may come by 1981 but there ilt

standards
iong row to hoe."

Design and manufacture to meet pollution, mileage, a d safety
will require multibillion-dollar investments. Foreign competition will
increase. Babson indicates-that even a Chrysler failure would not make
much difference to the rest of the industry; Chrysler plants would con-
tinue to produce.

Financial press reports of mid-February 1980 indicate a..22-percent
decline in car sales' in January, with erratic pressures anddiffer.e.Atials in
the impact on different auto manufacturers.36

In the face of this pessimism, General Motors Chairman Thomas A.
Murphy was reported somewhat earlier to see vitality in the auto industry
and to predict that auto sales will soon climb. In his view, only the gasoline
shortage kept 1979 from being another record auto year, although expe'rts
belying his prediction point out that gasoline shortages will continue to be
a fact.

Certain points seem to have been left out of this analysis: (14 At Some
point in the gasoline price scale, the pressure to switch from
guzzlers to new, more fuel-efficient models will Overcome any trade-in
loss, stimulating new buying. (2) Prospects for a heightened defense
effort would presumably involve a substantial automotive component;
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and a wide range of military-type vehicles and equipment is made by the
auto industry, thus helping take up slack caused by a slump in civiliandemand.

Another set of auto forecast figures by DRI reflects its view 'that the
automobile industry continues to be weak and will experience a: further
decline in sales.37 The outlook for the industry is characterized as "bleak."
In brief, its control forecast indicates that total car sales will fall from their
10.8-million-unit rate in 1979: III to an average 9.4- million -unit rate over
the next four quarters. DRI .forecasts that domestic sales will fall to a
7.1-million-unit annual rate 'by mid-1980 as fuel-efficient imports "con-
tinue to bepopular." This forecast seems closely comparable to the
Chimerdine, Chase Econometric estimate of 7.3 million domestic unit
sales for 1980 as a whole.

:The factors cited by DRI analysts as contributing to this "dismal sales
'picture" include (1) subkantial, but not entirely catastrophic, rise in
gasoline prices averaging 21.2 ,percent over the forecast interval of four
quarters, (2) a 1.3-percent drop-off -in real disposable income of consu-
mers in the next four quarters, (3) a further weakening of consumer
sentiment, (4) limited room for further inflation- anticipatory spending,'
on account of real income erosion, tight credit, and the overextended
position of consumers as a whole, and (5) unemployment.

Numerous downside risks in this foreCast are cited. The most serious is
said to be continued near-term strength in the economy, leading to a
deeper and more severe readjustment in late 1980. Any, sustained consu-
mer buying as an inflation hedge or strength in the business sector is
envisaged as triggering further monetary-credit tightening by the Federal
Reserve. Sharply higher oil prices represent a contingency that would also
furthef curb auto sales,e38

Trucks are not included in the figures shown for the above forecasts,
which are limited to passenger cars. However, the truck figures (in the 3.21
to 3.29 million range in 1980)39 follow a generally similar pattern and do
not substantially alter the auto forecast picture.

Citibank's Economic Week takes a pessimistic tone in examining auto
sales, but the EW prediction that it is unlikely that auto sales will average
more than 10 Million units in 1980 seems to be actually higher than the
DRI, Chimerdine, and Babson figures cited. The explanation foi. this
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difference may be the rather special assumption and related analysis on
which the EW prediction seems to rest. This assumption is that the
Federal Reseriie "WiiI.shift toward a more. stimulative posture by Mid:

...,
iin

po
year, bringing about a sharp rise n real income, a speed-up n permanent
income and, as a result, a recovery in auto-s--dles."4° EW 'predicts_ the

.

,.recovery will continue, bringing auto sales to 10.8 million units in 1981:/,,,,
u, A

The government sectors

The government sectors of the economy are reflected in two major groups
of economic data One relates., to government purchases of goods and
services, a GNP component comprising roughly 20 percent of the total
,GNP at 1979:IV levels. These figure's' represent the size of government, its
contribution to the GNP aggregate, 'and b, the same token its utiliiation..
and employ ment of the available economic resources of the nation
providing government services. High or growing levels of this component,
for example, may reflect greater pressure on the economy. Changes in the
level also reflect, for example, changes in jobs and other. government-
related business activity. The other data source is the financial budget
statistics for the level and balance of revenue and expenditures for the
various levels of government. Budgetary surpluses tend, to reflect a
restraining; anti-inflationary, or even recessionary influence. Deficits,
particularly for the federal government, tend to represent a new source of
purchasing power that may serve to stimulate, or even cause inflationary
pressure on, the economy.

o

Illustrative government GNP or purchases data as of 1979:IV are shown
below:

Federal
Defense

_Non-defense

Total, federal

State and local

Total, all governments
u

Amount Percent of GNP
$billions, annual rate ($2455.8)

$114.6 4.67%
62.4 2.54\

$177.0 721\
13.14

499.8 20.35

SOURCE: Compiled and computed from data appearing in Economic Indicators. Pre-
pared for the Joint Economic Committee by the Council of Economic Advisers.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, January 1980. p. 1.

GNP
contribution
versus
financial
budgetary
polition

Government
purchases
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Federal purchases are smaller than state and local relative to correspond-_

ing budget data since a large part of the federal budget represents transfer
items involving payments,to citizens and other government levels that are

not direct purchases of goods and services.

A. State and local governments

The DRI forecast of January 1980 predicted that there will be little or no
real growth in total purchases by state and local governments over the
next year. In the view of its analysts, the recent s rge of construction

.activity purchases by these governments in late 197 is now over Thus, its
forecast reflecting level purchageS in 1980 involves sharp :deceleration of
State and local purchases from the late 1979 leNiels, The projected eco-
nomic recovery of 1981 is expected to bring slow and gradual real gains in
purchases as state and local budget positions improve from the projected
1980 recession-related setback.

In budgetary terms, the DRI forecast predictsconsistently- with its
overall recession forecast--that in spite of flowing expenditure growth,
the revenue losses to state and localities will result in operating budget.
deficits (excluding social insurance accounts) at about a $14-billion
annual rate level by late 1980 ($12.2 billion for 1980 as a whole). Public
assistance rolls are also projected to swell with recession, increasing state
and local transfer payments by 11.3 percent in 1980 versus 7.8 percent in
1979.

Factors in this budgetary outlook include42 (1) expected evaporation of
the 1977-78 surpluses in key states (which held most of the surpluses)
where tax limitation and roll-back initiatives played major roles, (2) con-
tinued decline' in federal aid, and (3) some lag in expenditure declines
behind revenue decreases due to some tenacity in holding on to payrolls.

DRI analysts recognize considerable risks in this forecast. The chief one
seems to be that since the projected operating deficits are stretched to their
political and economic limits, any worsening of total receipts would
compel offsetting reductions in expenditures.43 DRI's risk analysis seems

giv.little or no heed to the possibility that there may be no recession
(and its related impact on state-local budgets) and that the continuing
defense outlay increases that may prevent it will also prevent the subse-
quent "bu,se that DRI tends to include in its 25-percent prdbability,
delayed-recession scenario.
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The Heller-Perry 'outlook letter of January 21, 1980, limits if .00cific .

analysis of state and local operations to the purchases aspect. is Factors

that state and local purchases "are being held. in check by tax. tits, Iv' restricting,
spending limits, and a clamp -down on increases in federal grai4S:1$;tor state an

1980 as a whole the prediction is that current dollar spending . spending

by about 9 percent, roughly the same as the 1979 advance." This Verns
roughly consistent with the control forecast by DRI, which shows current
dollar purchases rising from $323.0 billion in 1,979:IV to $354.4 billion in,,;
1980:IV, subject to an inflation correction factor in the 9.5 percent range:

2'. Federal government

The DRI control forecast of January 1980 for thefiscal year 1981 federal
budget assumed tax cuts worth $25:billion effective in calendar 1981 but:
not in 1980. This forecast assumption is compared with the Administra7
tion's budge for fiscal year, 1981 in the text table below. The Administra-
tion budgetl, assumes no fax cuts. Both DRI and the Administration
budget assume some revenues from the windfall tax on oil based on a
House - -8-enate compromise.

4

DRI forecast Administration
Calendar year Fiscal year 1981 budget,

1980 1981 approximation* fiscal year 198,1

Receipts 540.5 604.0 588.0 600.0

Outlays 573.6 640.7 624.0 615.8

Deficit () 33.1 36.7 36.0 15.8
*Derived by author.'

Allowing for the $25 billion annual tax cuts in the DRI forecast assump-
tion effective in Calendar year 1981 (and 9 months of fiscal year 1981), the
two estimates are closely similar. Both are based upon similar projections
of a mild recession in 1980 followed by ecovery into 1981,. The DRI
control and Administration budget proje Lions of GNP are compared as
follows:

DRI

Administration budget

61endar years
(Millions)

1981

$2,559 $2,869

2,567.' 2,842



Federal
budget
to swing
toward
restraint

Not yet
time for
tax cuts

The DRI control 'forecast for GNP is $8 billion below the Administration
.budget-- figUre for 1980. It is $27 billion higher than the Administration
budget projection for GNP for 1981, presumably reflecting, at least in
part, the stimulative effect of the $25-billion 'tax cut included in the DRI
assumptions for 1981 but not included in the Administration budget
calculations.

The Heller-Perry outlook letter of January 21, 1980, foresees the federal
budget position as continuing to swing sharply toward restraint in 1980-
81. It sees income tax liabilities rising at a rate of $12 billion a year and
Social Security payroll tax increases of $31 billion going into effect in the
1979-81 rriod: It indicates concern that this revenue-side strengthening
of the fiscal position, barring more spending, will cause the federal high
employment surplus to,Tise over $20 billion a year. This fiscal drag
element would continue under the Administration budget for fiscal year
1981 which"' as Heller-Perry closely forecast, estimates spending ar$616
billion and revenue, without tax cuts, of some $600 billion.

The concern of the Heller-Perry analysis/ove-r the projected fiscal stance,
which they characterize as "tighter and tougher than in most election
years" is qualified by their view that the rise in defense spending, election-
year slippage, plus the recessionary decline in GNP will increase total
federal spending in 1980-81 as a percentage of GNP. They observe that a
possible major military speed-up woyld bolster the economy not only via
the fiscal 1981 budget but also by its motivating impact on business to
build plant and equipment for anticipated defense spending in the future.

The Heller-Perry analysis broadly agrees with the Administration's posi-
tion that the time has not yet come for tax cuts. Heller-Perry take this
position in view of inflation, delay in the actual appearance of the pro-
jected recession, and defense requirements and anxieties generated by the
Middle East and Russian "intransigence."They view their position as one
of "keeping our powder dry" and being ',ready to fire tax-cut shots at the
twin targets of recession and inflation as soon a the time is ripe." The
Administration's position, however, suppOrts ertain tax increases,
included in the budget estimates, beyond the w dfall tax on oil. These
include administrative procedures for speedier co tion of existing indi-
vidual and corporate income taxes, increased aviation fuel tax, and other
items (some proposed in the past or under legislative consideration),
which observers do not rate likely to go into effect. These itemswapparently
total some $7 billion in fiscal 1981 and, the projected revenues of $600
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billion would be $593 billion and the deficit of $15 billion would be$22
billion, in their absence.45

The Administration's refusal to propose tax cuts in the 1981 budget is
more.positive than the.Heller-Perry "keeping powder-dry" approach and
is apparently based on the grim picture of the economy presented in the
President's Economic Report and the Annual Report of the Council of
Economic Advisers. This shows an economy headed for recession with
dangers of worsening inflation. The Presidenrspecifically regarded a tax
cut ,irresponsible under these conditions. In his words: "To have recom-
mended a tax reduction and a much larger budget deficit would have, been
a signal that we Weren't serious in our fight against inflation . . . . It
Would ,have increased, inflationary expectations, weakened the value of
the dollar in exchange markets, and risked the translation of last year's
oil-led inflation into a new and higher wage-price spiral in 1980."

The Economic Report analysis seems to take the newer view of the
inflation problem, which sees an "underlying" inflation rate component of
some 8 to.9 percent (higher by 2 to 3 percentage points than in 1976). This
underlying inflation rate reflects the inflationary bias in the economy,
including the inertial momentum of the wage-price spiral. Other compo-
nents include the demand, shock effect, and cost-push eleents in more
volatile sectors, such as' energy, housing, and food. The new view of
inflation and its components; which has numerous variants, see inflation
as a deeply embedded and still somewhat mysterious feature of the free
enterprise economy to be eradicated only with yeaFs of effort on a variety
of Policy fronts.

The discussion in the Economic Report and Anjhual RepokOf the Coun--
cil of Economic Advisers, which helps support no -tax -cut position,
refers throughout to the difficulties of economic farecasting in the present
situation. As Council Chairman Schultze is repOcted as saying: "Tilt
performance of the economy has made the economic dutlOok for 1980 and
1981 particularly difficult to fathom."46
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.4
The uncertainties and ambiguities inherent in the tax policy decisiOns for
1980-81 include the growing doubts whether recessions (or austere budge- UntErtairities

tary policy to create slack in the ,economy) now really help andto cure :;
-ambiguities'inflation. If the major component is a resistant underlying rate of 7, 8, or tax prific};

even 9 percent, and much of the remainder is shock Or cost-push inflation 'decisions for
due to energy prices, little demand or business cycle inflation is left to 1980-81

manage readily by fiscal programs.'"
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a. General observations

Budgets forthe early 1980'g. will be increasingly secuKtyminded:. Inspite
of.determined initiatives in edUdation and youth teaining, thebUdgetary,
growth emphasis will be° elsewhere With a clearly expanding defense
effort, possibly including national registratiO3 or the draft, grants-invaid
programs for social purposes, including educaiions, will not shrink much.
in real terms but will level off. The14- to-15-percent averageannual rate of
growth of recent years will notsOntinue. Financial funding for important
social purposes will inevitably be slimmer as the period of expansion ends.
The result is bound to be keen competition among social programs for-
health, eduction, epkironmental protection, and, other areas.

-

it
Nor is defense the sole skutwe of pressureon education and other social
programs. The financing of Social Security will come up for review and,
Possiblya. repeated reviews- in the early 1980's. With rollbacks of _existing
payreill Nees already under consideration and searches under way for
stopgap measures, such as interfund transfers, and ways to curtail benefits

someareas, financial pressure may compel consideration of financing
Social, Security out of genital revenues. Under these circumstances, there

competitionbe keener copetitibn and.pressures for displacement in the gen-
erale budgetary arena..

The federal government is under fiscal pressure, if not in fiscal-trouble;
and its mode of coping with the task of allocating limited means among
competing needs and goals is complicated by the paradox of stagflation, al
persisting but uneven margin of 'unemployment or underemployment of
various kinds of human and other resources combined with ,a partially
my"sterious and virulent inflation, persisting at underlying rates that were
considered a.grave sign ofinstability by the standards of a decade or two..-

L. . .

ago.

While the federal governmentis
,

engaged in this laococin struggle, the
states will be subject to fiscal stringencies--tax limits'aS well as spending
limitations=that make the tapering down of federal aid a negative factor
of greater significance. Inflationary rises in costs for fuel, transportation,
and other operating necessities will continue to hamper efforts to 'adjust
salaries in line with increases in the cost of living. Same estimatesindicate
that cost-of-living adjustments (C.()LA) to.money compensation for state

. and local employees generally have fallen 12 to 15 percent behind thecost
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of living over the past decade or so, with corresponding downward
adjustments in real wages. This trend will probably continue well into the
1980's. There is reason to suspect that the public expects these reductions.
While it is not possible to reduce teaching staffs beyond a certain'point
Without causing unacceptable teacher-pupil ratios, pay may be lowered by
inflation, without commensurate inflation correction.

sit

Increasing emphasis in judicial decisions and policy commitments on
more provision for education for the disadvantaged or handicapped child
may be very expensive, adding to financial pressures already inherent in
the situation. Whatever. relief may develop from demographic. trends
lowering the school population, at least in slow-growing or static popula-
tion areas, is not readily measurable. Indeed, demographic trends may
serve to justify or support an increasisigly tight-fisted budgetary attitude
toward education at the state-local level.

b. Federal budget specifics

All federal grant-in-aid outlays to state and local governments are esti-
mated at $96.3 billion for 19k1, $7.4 billion above the estimated 1980 total
of $88.9 billion, and $13.5 billion higher than the 1979 level of $82.9
billion. In the two decades from 1958 to 1978, grants grew at an average
annual rate of 14.6 percent. The slower growth irk, grants-in-aid planned
-f-rtr?n 1978 to 1981 of 7.3 percent annually is the result of two factors, as
outlined in the pertinent special analysis section of the 1981 budget
documentation:

.1. A phasedown of outlays associated with economic stimulus grants
enacted in response to the, last recession

2. The need for overall budgetary restraint as part of a major effort to
hold down inflation."

This statement in the face of projected recession in 1980, virtually the first
ever forecast by a President for hi. term of office, let alone in an election
year, emphasizes the strange conflict of objectives that undermines the
clear logic of public policy unr stagflation.

Legislation creating the new Department of Education was proposed by
the Administration in recognition of the g *owing size and complexity of
federal support for education. The 1981 budget shows increases in
requested budget authority for education from $15.3 billion in 1980 to
$16.5 billion Mil 981approximately a 7.8-percent rise. In terms of actual
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outlays thwstimated increase is from $14.2 billion in 1980 to $14.4 billion
in 1981, 51 about 1.25 percent during a period in which the annual

Inflation rate is expected to be some 10 to 11 percent or higher.

Co.

The przjected education outlays include what is characterized as a major
youth'etlucation and training initiative. The education component of this
initiative in 1981 would involve $900 million in grants for supplementary
educatioA in basic academic' and employment skills for school districts
with a high concentration of disadvantagd junior and senior high school
students. Local schools are expected to cooperate closely with private

7i,fidustry and local agencies that are administering the complementary
training and employment program to help students acquire the "basic
skills and work experience needed for full participation in the work
force."49

Some $7.8 billion of estimated outlays in 1981 are for elementary, secon-
clary, and vocational education. Mo0st of this total is to provide formula
and discretionary grants to assist state and, local education agencies.
Budget authority in the amount of $4. I billion is requested for supplemen-
tary education services for low-income and low-achieving students in
198.1.

Budget authority increases are proposed idthe 1981 budget for Indian
education, education of the handicapped, bilinguapnd adult education,
and Head Start programs. Funding for occupational and vocational
education programs is requested to be continued at 1980 levels. There is to
be a $286-milliqn reduction in the impact aid program, but the Adminis-
tratiOn is to direct the program to those school districts most adversely
affected by federal activities.

The :budget requAt for higher education in 198 f includes ji5.6 billion in
budget authority and $5.2.billion in plannecroutlays for student assistance
and continuing education programs. The higher education total embraces
some $2.4 billion in 1981 for the basic educational opportunity grant
program to provide students with wants of up t96$1,990. AlifirOup of other
programs, comprising supplemental educational opportunity* grants,
state student. incentive grants, and college work-study pogroms, would
be funded at the same level as in 1980.

Other features of the 1981 budget proposals in the educational field
include the following:
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A reauthorization proposal to restructure the federal student assist-
ance loan program, which would replace the present direct and
guaranteed student loan programs with a new program designed to
"target federal assistance more direcily to students most in need,"
an item involving $1.6 billion for loan aid to 2.6 million students
Assistance to higher education institutions to help disadvantaged
students in their postsecondary education, an item involving $430
million for about 850 additional fellowships for graduate profes-
sional studies and increased funding for placement, counseling, and
other services for disadvantaged college students
An increase 411 assistance to "developing" institutions (as part of the
higher educ tion program) in the amount of $30 million
Some $1.4 illion in estimated 1981 outlays for the support of
education r search and development, as well as training, cultural
activities, and other general education aids.

The budget analysis also points out that in addition to the funding or
expenditure side of the budget summarized above, thereis a "tax expendi-
ture" item for the education function, for such tax benefits as the deducti-
bility of many educational expenses and the exclusiogi from taxable
income of scholarship and fellowship stipends. The tax elpenditure fig-
ure, representing money awarded via tax savings for education
sometimes termed the "back door" spending route to the budgetis
estimated at $2.7 billion in 1981.

Longer-range projections of total budgetary authority and outlays for
education over the period through fiscal year 1983 are summarized as
follows:.

Fiscal years $billions

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
actual estimate estimate estimate estimate

Budget authority $14.3 $15.3 $16.5* $17.6 $19.0

Outlays 12.4 14.2 14.4 16.3 17.7

Source: Compiled from data appearing in The Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year
198l, pp. 220-22.

Note: These data do not include a number of federal programs that are related to education, although
their primary purpose is to meet other national needs and to serve othermajor missions, such as
veterans' education, biomedical education, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)
training activities, and others. For full detail, see the table on "Federal Outlays for Education and
Related Purposes" at page 230 of the Budget document source cited above and related discussion of
traMing, cmployitient, and other labor services 5t" pp. 229-38.
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Stubborn
peisistence
of low
unemployment
rate may not
continue

J. Employment, unemployment, andproductivity

Seasonally adjusted employment fell by 108,000 in January 1980; while
unemployment rose by 338,000. As of January 1980 the total civilian
labor force was about 104,229,000 persons, of whom 97,804,000 or 93.8
percent were employed. This leaves an unemployment rate of about 6.2
percent, representing an increase of 0.4 percentage point from the 5.8-
percent rate prevailing in November 1979 and'an increase of 0.3 percen-
tage point ovthe December 1979 level of 5.9 percent. The January 1980
increase reflects layoffs in the auto industry. The labor participation rate
(total labor force as a percent of the noninstitutional population 16 years
of age and over) was about 64.4 percent in January 1980, the result of a
gradual updrift in this figure from 61.8 percent in 1974.

With only a slightly increasing (essentially stable) unemployment rate
persisting right into what most observers have contended are the foothills
of recession, what are the other' :ill omens, if any, in the vital area of
employmeatwhich, after all, is fi major goal of a healthy economy?

Citibank's Economic Week of December 17, 1979, sees portents in the
labor market and its recent trends that indicate that the tenaciously low
unemployment rate may be misleading.50 It contends that the relatively
low unemployment rate merely reflects a change in the balance between
the labor force and employment due to basic economic demographic
trends, reversing a previous 4-year period in which there was a record
increase in total employment but only a moderate and gradual reduction
in the unemployment rate for a labor force undergoing an unusually rapid
rate of growth. Economic Week analysts believe that the stability of the
unemployment rate will not continue into 1980. They finch signs of
weakness in recent declines in the average workweek in:manufacturing,
increases in the layoff rate, decreases in the hiring ift4,,and increases in
initial unemployment insurance claims. Their cohclipiein is tha't employ-
ment and unemployment will fojlowi;,the projected recessionary trend in
production. Their specific forecast: lunemployment rate of 8 percent or
higher by summer 1980.

The DRI forecast of January 1980 retbgnized the "stubborn strength that
has characterized labor markets all year." Nevertheless, DRI analysts
indicated some "employment correction" can be expected as the recession
deepens. Their specific forecast: an unemployment rate peaking at 7.9
percent in 1981:11. They observed; ,however, that there would' be a
cushioning effect on the impact of recession due to support of the labor



market by the "strong service sector, and energy-induced adjustments to
the capital labor mix." The DR1 analysis included the possibility that
business has been simply postponing layoffs until the recession evidence is
clear, a factor that would be reversed as the expected recession deepens.51

The Heller-Perry outlook letter of January 21, 1980, made no specific
quantitative forecast on-the expected level of unemployment but expected
that gains in employment will end as unemployment rises throughout
1980.52 This forecast tended to be sustained by the January 1980 figures.

Most commentators note the somewhat puzzling decline in labor produc-
tivity. Some of it is attributed to labor compbsitinnal changes; some, to
the recognized phenomenon of cyclical weakness of productivity in peri-
ods of recession and weak growth. The current situation is.sometimes
described as including a "dismal unit-labor-cost trend," which will con-
tribute to inflation in the double-digit range well into 1980.53 Reports as
recent, as January 29, 1980, show that productivity in pri.vate business fell
at a 1.6-percent annual rate in the final quarter of 1979 (the fourth quarter
in a row that showed a declirie).54

The employment and unemployment picture seems less bleak than the
productivity performance and trend. Both aspects contain little under-
stood forces that justify the adjective "puzzling." The recession assump-
tion underlying the employment and productivity forecasts of mid- or
late-January became increasingly uncertain as the economic scenario
unfolded, particularly in the light of the hard-to-estimate rise in defense
spending.

ii

K. Industrial production and capacity Utilization

Industrial production and capacity utilization data are more specialized
than GNP figures and are espe"cially significant for those who wish to
observe the tangible output of the economy in its basic physical produc-
tion sectors. Industrial production is measured in physical terms (tons of
coal, numbers of automobiles and trucks, kilowatts of electricity, etc.) so
that changes in the level or' direction and magnitude of change of this
important set of indiCators:represent real figures that, unlike monetary
data, do not call for the application of deflators or index numbers to
correct for inflation. Industrial production data are, however, reduced to
index numbers to permit road coverage of areas with different types of
physical. output units.
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capacity
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in 1978-79
to be .

changed by
predicted
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trend

Defense
buildup
may 'alter
predicted
slowdown
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The degree of capacity utilization in the manufacturing sec rdifficult
as it is to, measurereflects the extent to which production may be
sagging below normal levels with the usual result of softening of prices due
to unused supply or the 'extent to which output is pressing above maxi-
mum efficiency levels. or toward the virtual limits of physical capacity,
with the usual result of upward pressure on prices ducto rising costs and

,rigorous constraints on supply. 4

Industrial production rose by 0.3 percent in December 1979 following a
decline of 0.3 percent in November. This level of performance was maini
tained in spite of cutbacks in autos, trucks, and related products.55

The overall total industrial production index (1967=100) stood at 152.2 in
December 1979 .(prelim) as against 151.8 a year before and, 146.1 for the
year 1978 as a whole.

Manufacturing capacity utilization (Federal Reserve Series) was at 84.4
percent as of December 1979 versus 86.8 percent a year ,previously and
84.4 percent for 1978 as a whole. These data r rather "neutral" or
stagnant conditions in the manufacturingse r-wl

... 4,
tic tput levels

and a slight tendency for the capacity utilizapion ''rto to sag.
.

t ' ':411
The DR1 forecast of January 1980 predic that i ustrial proiduction
would fall at a 4.'l percent annual rate ov mostp 980 with positive
growth beginning to appear in 1980:1V. h e.:_grp st cutbacks were
forecast in primary'metals production, esp 1 motor vehicles, iron
and steel,fr and furniture and lumber. Prod as then predicted to
perk up to,a near 4-percent annual growth ra 1984 and over 7 percent
in the year thereafter. The D R 1 deitailed analysis'indiclated that "signs or
an impending slowdown are evidentjn recent dpta on industrial produc-
tion capacit,tilization, and inventors' accuinulation."56 The,expec ; I
recession conditions would reMuce automobile and metal prodti tio '.

.. c
'.,..,
.

increase' m"achinery and aircraft output. The risk analysig's ed 1..i,
, -

chiefly concerned with possibilities of deeper recession than the corvtro..,.k.

forecast. More recent developments indicating a defense bui4dup mac'
Aker thisicicture.

4
I

L.
4 De7eizse Apending.

All budggt plaros contain an element of documentary formalitY4 belies
their_actuaMy uncertain and contingent nature. They are subjecito
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cal, financial, and economic opposition and flexing. This. is
/
particularly :

true of the defense spending item in the 1981 budget. As draw:* it provides Budget

defense outlays of $146.2 billion for fiscal year 1981 to meefkoncerns over proposals
mr

Soviet aggression and unrest in the Middle East. This figureeby?tself for defense

represents a 12- percent increase in current dollars over th0;fiscal year 1980
spending
1980-81

total of $130.4 billion, or an estimated growth of ov4§s percent after
adjustment for inflation. The plan is subject also to a pre,sridential pledge
that if inflation is higher than expected, the dollar figitt would rise to
protect the real growth target. The budget also calls

increases are

fOrt4dget authority
of $161.8 billion for national defense in 1981, represents an increase (5e
some 5 percent over 1980 in estimated real terms. Ruh
scheduled at a L2 to 13 percent annual rate in terms.,144cutrent doll* for
1982 and 1983.57

77.

F.°
4 1

It is only realistic to expect that these targets will be grag u reased,
even in 1980, unless some near-miracle of pacification 'detente- Possible

salvaging occurs. The -range of areas of defense spending inOhiedrapid increases

deployment, ship program, tanks, missiles, submarines, Reiter planes, above
budget

and research and developmentsuggests, the possibilities of expansion proposal
beyond the moderate budget document target. ?/lorip,erV'er, even in the, levels

absence of further, more ominous developmripi,i6. the Middle East,
Congressional advocates of a still stronger defetisOosture are reportedly
pressing for higher levels of defense spending.581::he implications for the
previous consensus outlook are quite clear as to direction but impossible
to quantify.
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. VI. Concluding Comments
0

The 1980 economic scene, already beginning to unfold, presents a severe
test of both the economic forecasting art and wise policymaking.

It is easy to criticize and deprecate the macroeconomic model in the light
of recent underestimates of inflation and the mysterious delay of the 1980
recession. But the continuing quantitative modeling of the economy has
already demonstrated great capabilities and serves important purposes. It
is essential to approach the tasks of economic policy with a structured
data bank and predictive apparatus based on the best behavioral rules and
interrelationships that theory and experience can provide. It is also proba-
bly important toleaven the mechanics with occasionally inspired intuition
plus common sense.

On another point, it seems quite premature to.pronounce, as some have
done, the bankruptdy of Keynesian econometric models on grounds that
they "cannot deal with current economic ills because they concentate on
questions of demand," neglecting the supply side and factors stimulating
productivity) The macroeconometric models are adaptable to whatever
emphasis is appropriate on supply-side variables. The main stumbling
block for such models is probably not supply-side omissions or even naive
Keynesian bias per se, but general dependence upon a limited repertoire of
behavioral rules and upon past statistical relationships and standard
available statistical magnitudes in a world of abrupt obsolescence of old
coefficient's and

measurement'

If and when something rese the most-advertised recession in his-
tory, materializes, the recent developments that have helped make itI
should be recognized as alter ng 1 essential character. It will not be the'
same recession forecasters fbreSaAkand, in some. cases, announced as
arriving long before the end of 197 7)11:` If it is fair to say "all bets are off"
when external events upset forecast assumptions and clearly frustrate the
forecast result, it is arso fair to apply the"same disclaimer to the arrival of
unanticipated- economic disturbances .and dislocations that mimic
.recession.
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Uncertainties
about
effective
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deal with
deeply
embedded
inflation

The worst uncertainties in the a ach to 1980 are perhaps not so much
the forecast, but how to deal wit nd its variant scenarios. if inflation is
the Number One enemy, can it be eailt with by inviting recession, if a large
inflation component is impervious to conventional restraining strategy? If
it takes years to-eradicate a deeply embedded inflati,onary bias, just how
does economic policy go about this task? Is tile: free enterprise system
forever constrained to buy a *measure ofi,' rice stability only at the price of
giving up its ability to marshall all its resources in the great world
competition with ',the authoritarian bloc? Can an effective social
consensus be reached on measures to deal with inflation?

This paper was initiated in December 1979. Its theme, at that timethe
unusual uncertainty in the 1980-outlookhad become almost threadbare
by early February 1980. Gleanings from the press in the first weekmf
February continued to support the original theme of mixed signals,
crosscurrents, a kaleidoscopic assumption framework, and basic uncer-
tainties in an outlook on which there has been token agreement on a
strangely,hollow,consgnsus: mild/brief to' moderate recession.

.

The January 1980 jump in the unemployment rate 'to 6:2 percent was
Original accompanied by authoritative cautions that it ,would, be premature to
theme of regard it as confirming a major downturn, or as reflecting general unem-'mixed signals,
crosscurrents ployment since auto layoffs ere a largefactor the development. Yet
confirmed by General Motors was planning a record muflibiltion-dolla,r. assembly 131ant,
developments modernization, looking beyond the current auto Slufnp.,,Spot\n-iarket oil'
through late

. a
February 1980 prices re reported taking a downturn, suggEsting the likelihood of a

o.slowd s..n in worldwide price increases. FecleraloRgerve Chairman
Volcker stated before the Joint Economic Committee that ,Ite nation
might avoid a recession in 1980 because of Middle East, crisi develop-
ments. Before the same Committee; Treasury Secretary Millw reflecting-
on uncertainties in the recent Administration forecAt, testAd tl-iat "the .
probabilities are that the (economy) might not be as soft astexpected
Retail sales were reported to have rebounded, sharply in JantAry 19130,4.
defying predictions that they could continne their, pace at the apense of+
savings.2 But this was qualified by some who contended that it was a
technical result of applying standard seasonal adjustments.to a smalleii,t
than-ustial decline of saleS due to relatively mild January' weath&.
mid-February 1980..a number of ,economists were reporte41 to be revisi
their forecasts, lifting their previously gloomy 1980 predictions. Oth
clung to a 1980 recession outlook but poStponed its onset a quarter or
increased then' estimate of the chances of a no- recession scenario.3 The

Rt)



temporary strength of the stock market, a dubious, but revered leading
indicator, raised obvious questions. Was it rejecting the recession thesis?
Was it governed by the enticements of energy and defense stocks? Was it
merely being spurred by a, new perception of corporate equities as one of

. the few remaining underpriced inflation hedges? Or ras thenarket lifting
its eyes beyond the 1980 recession to the hills of itcovery iR1981?

These qUestions were soon isplaced by new developments that promised
to open a fresh chapter in t e 190' economic saga. After sweeping bythe
.9-00 level of the Dow Jones industrial average, the stock market suffered
premonitory tremors on. February 14, 1980, which made it seem almost as
thdugh, tirtd and susceptible after a lengthy climb, ,it had received an.

`inkling of the diSturbing news that came thenext dayi-On February 15 the
Federal Reserve raised its discount rate from 12 percent to a record 13,..
percent. This was in responseto a jump in the iiroducer price index by 1.6
percent in January 1980 (equivalent to a 19.2-percedt annual rate, which
reports indicated would be 28.8 percent if food items were excluded) and
growing intelligence that key monetary aggregate data were, signaling
growing inflationary pressure as indicated by Federal Res &ve Board
Governor Henry C.' Wallich. Stocks dropped back ,below the 909 Dow
Jones industrial level. Bond prices also declined and yields rose, the first
of a probably dramatic sequence4Cink4est 'rate adjustments to the new
Fed action. The higher producdet#04prices were the probable fore-
runner of an expanding wave o1 fm4gbOdS prices as they percolated with
progressive, pyramiding mark-tipr'reffeCts through the price structure.
Administration spokespersons said little, bUt indicated this.was.consistent
with pr6ious Federal Reserve policy. The general -reaction was that this
whole development increased the likelihood of the 1980 recession, with
general slowdowns and increased unemployment. Otto Eckstein, head of
Data Resources, Inc:, predicted higher interest rates and said that4busi7
ness should be more conservative about hiring and production,, appar-
ently echoing comments of other economists. "It brings the recession back
into the picture," he was quoted as sayilig.: Without this action,- he
indicated, the country "seamed to be headed for anothfr disaster"4
Eckstein's term disaster apparently referred to persistent and worsening
inflation and presumably 'to some kind of "bust" finale to the scenario.
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Appendix A.

METHODOLOGY AND PROBLEMS OF MACIMECONOME'PRIC
FORECASTING

This appendix provides nontechnical background on the methods ands,
contributions of macroeconometric, forecasting and its problems and
difficulties in watershed situations like the ffesent one.

A. Methodology

By it nature, econometrics, and in particular macroeconometric model
'ing, seeks to identify and measure economic relationship by statistical and,
mathatical techniques, priniarily4for the purpose of forecasting future
econ'Ormic developments and laying a factual groundwork for choosing
among policy alternatives.'

While econometrics has evolved against a long historical background of
statistical-mathematical economics (the term itself was introduced in 1926
by Ragnar Frisch), its rapid expansion and extension into the field of
economic forecasting models was the concomitant of both neo-Keynesian
national income analysis and the post-World War II development of
sophisticated, high-speed electronic computers. The computer technique
facilitated (1) the assemblage, retrieval, manipulation, and analysis of
economic data (increasingly, on a quarterly; or even shorter, time-interval
basis) and (2) the formulation of systems of simultaneous equations
expressing interrelationships among selected key economic variables,
using multivariate regression-procedures. One of the major contributions
of the computerized simultaneous model systems is their ability to reflect
the interplay and interaction of different component equations that would
otherwise defy ordinary calculation or intuition. The marvelous efficiency
of the computerized model permits the rapid exploration of the implica1
tions of a, range of ,alternative forecast assumptions or public policy
options.
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B. Dependence on persistence of past relationships

As this somewhat formidable preliminary comment suggests, the macro-
economic models simulating the economic system are constructed on the
basis of past relationships developed from what are considered approp-
riate historic experience-data. The reliability of forecasts projected by
these models, therefore, depends upon the persistence in substantially
unchanged form of past interrelationships. Any sharp change or deviation
from the pastother than, say, a gradual evolutionary development for
which corrections can be madewill affect the predictive capacity of the
model and possibly throw it into a tailspin.

The most difficult task of macroeconometric models is identifying and
, predicting in quantitative terms the outcome of economic turning
pointsin the present juncture the presumed termination of a-protracted
recovery-prosperity period. The models perform best in predicting the
sequence of developments in well identified, early recovery phases of the
economic cyclequite different from the present constellation of events.

The formulation of models is itself guided by the prevailing accepted
repertoire of economic relationships, mechanisms, and forces. In periods
of departure from past relationships, with the appearance and only grudg-
ing acceptance of new tendencies, motivations, and behavior patterns of
business and consumers, the old models call for overhaul or substantial
new drawing board treatment. This problem is shared by both the
economic theorist and the economic model formulator.

The failure of economists and economic models to understand and take
account of the pervasive inflationary bias of the system in recent years has
been publicly noted by at least one high public 'official. In her recent
"introspective farewell" to her position as Secretary of Commerce, profes-
sional economist Juanita M. Kreps expressed doubts about economic
dogma and forecasting pi-eoccupations and techniques, saying, among
other things: "I've been teaching since-I was 20; and to tell you the truth, I
don't know what I would teach now . . . You do lose faith in the catechism
after a while."2

C. Updating and fine tuning

The builders and managers of the great macroeconometric models; such
as Data Resources, Wharton School, and Chase Econometrics, are con-
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staritlfat work revising, rebuilding, updating, and fine tuning their equa-
tions. 'How wq these efforts will keep abreast of the rapidly changing
econgmie, forces, inflation, inflation-control measures, and crisis-scale
events' 6 the fuel and energy field is itself a major source of uncertainty in

sevaluatiggiconomic ou!Pok forecasts.

a

.

D. Underlying ,jitoOptions

Any macroeconoahrk model forecast depends upon its assumptions as
o,

to the future course oikey independent variables on which the predictive
relationships operate to$project the behavior of the dependent variables of
the system. Key assumptions relate, for example, to the budgetary pos-
ture, major legislative developments, monetary and fiscal policies, energy
sutplies and prices, productivity and unit labor costs, the exchange value
of the dollar, and the condition of world economies. All these are fraught
with obvious uncertainties, particularly in the 1980 situation. Alternative
assumptions may be made in recognition of these uncertainties, and
alternative forecast scenarios may be spun out by the computerized
system to "satisfy the needs of those who prefer their own particular
assumptions or who want to see the reasonable range of possible scena-
rios. Probability weights, essentially subjective in character, may be given
the alternative assumptions and related scenarios. Like percentage chance
weather forecasts, these furnish the customer with some impression both
of what will probably occur and of a spectrum of other moderate or
extreme possibilities in either direction. No matter how technically per-
fect, a forecast for purposes of practical consumption is only ts good as its
underlying assumptions or range of assumptions. Exogeneous, factors
disregarded in the assumptions can upset everything.

E. Statistical definitions and data errors

Text discussiohs touched on uncertainties generated by questions of the
definition of the consumer price index. It seems worthwhile here to point
up briefly some of these and related matters.

The world of iritelligen& measurement and educational policy vis-l-vis
minority groups has been beset for years by questions and controversy
about traditional IQ measures, their validity, and th ir predictive value..,
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for educational career planning. A number of irnilar doubts and contro-
versies affect key economic measures us ;d in dieting, evaluating, and
recording the state of the economy. In brief, soe f these4are as follow0.'d

4

1. Does the consumer price index (CPI) properly measure the actual
course of inflation? Is its systerrrof weighting fairly representative of
consumer budgets? Does it overstate inflation that is due not to
money-spending factors but essentially to e aneoxis cost factors,
like OPEC oil pricing, environmentoi,protealon costs that yield an
unrecorded benefit, or prosluctivity"Changes due in part to demo-
graphic changes affecting the composition of the labor force?

q.4

2. What is the effectiNe money suppjy? Will even newly vised M i and
M2 concepts tell us the approximate monetary aggregate for pur-
poses of testing the Friedinanesque mclnetarit theories of inflation?

3. DO official grbss national product (GNP) figures fairly represent
the magnitude.of the national economy? Can an apparently attenu-
ated GNP economy' be t olstered to actually healthy levels by an
underestiinated, underground economy that escapes detection by ,

ate tax collector and the statistics gatherer? How does the under-
ground economy fluctuate in relationship to the official GNP?"
Could the difference between the reality and the official estimate
mean the difference between a mild and a moderate recession?

4. Exactly wlio are the unemployed? How many are de facto unem-
ployable? How many are actually employed? What is a realistic
estimate of the underemployed?

Possible data errors are another source of uncertainty. The recent period
haso witnessed a gross error in monetary magnitudes, which triggered a
substantial stock market decline. Appreciable revisions sometimes occur
in time series data on key economic indicators. Forecasts for 1980-81 as of
January or February 1980 are, therefore, subject to-considerable possible
error and uncertainty due to possible vagaries in recent data observations
thaX have a direct bearing on the interpretation of current economic
trends.
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F. Other levels Of uncertainty

1. Decline of neo7Keynesianism

89

Conservative economic -servers note that economic policymaking an
its theoretical orientation are in the throes of a major shift, caused.
primarily by the disturbing persistence and acceleration of inflation.
Naive neo-Keynesianism has been called into questi xr and there is
increasing departure from the former tendency to focus e is analysis
almost exclusively on-unemployment and governmenta ement of
aggregate demand.3 There is a growing emphasis on m. ent of
supplyboth aggregate and seqoral. This, in turn, involves ti4,vic tion
to incentives to productivity, saving, innovation, and efficient
of resources. Doubts about Vie effectiveness of aggreg, and-
oriented policies may increasingly permeate forec ,And
policymaking.

2. Role of expectations

Expectational economics is,still very much. ri theproceSs of development.
The role of expectations in the present infl ionapry s,ituatidn is a source
uncertainty and has an explosive potential. ThefantaaStiC fist, and day4tiy-;
day gyrations in Old pric&-Supported by both :fa g, td expec,tatkiat it a
portent- of what might happen if there were gritWi gpgniAo4 of a
pending collision between spending as ions4dAvajlilF rgdsfitirCes in
various other areas. HoW soon an elF.,;. ppoCess push
inflation beyond the now-familia e r. =I digit 4aSe?

. 4ir
3. Possibilities of ex aordinary, urprise and error ig!+","

As observed earlier, a meaningful economic forkast must embrace a
range or cluster of possible assumptions and related outcomes with
probability coefficients attached to each. These probability factors, which
add up to 100 percent, are based upon a combination of factual informalo,
tion, informed judgment, and intuition. When in doubt, aforecaster g,
might well fall back on the rule of weather prediction: the safest prediction
is more of the same or its variant, a continuation along the existing path of
change. A sobering qualification of the weather prediction rule is the
element of surprise and unexpected disturbance that has marked social
and political processes. Iri spite-of the elaborate apparatus for foresight
and early warning, major change after major change has descended upon
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the post-World War 11 world with little or no warning or precognition.
ftSometimes impor nt Courses of events have reversed the overwhelming

consensus of profe 'sional economists. A number of these major forecast
and interpretive errors: which haat had appreciable confusing effects on
practical policies, may be cited: ..

to
The almost unanimous opinion thit the economy was headed for
deep recession or depression, with massive unemployment in the
immediate post-World War 11 demobilization period, 1945 -46.

,Gross misreading of the effects on the role and price of gold result-
ing from,the various steps leading todelmonetization in the period
1967-71. v

Chronic underprediction of the rate. Of inflaqon throughmuch of
the 1970's, in which plain error and pAliticization were hard to
distinguish; I bi,.

1

Substantiai failure to grasp the seriousimplicatiosand ultimate
threat to the foreign exchange value of t ollaik and U.S...ecc5-
nomic strategic strength of the transition.to stubborrilinternational
payments deficits in the 1960's and 1470's.

, 0pparent refusal of many, if not most, economigi to p,erceivr or

s pply, and inflation pressures in the chrorn iludgetary deficits,
alf0ccept the implications for the 'interest r " stritture, money

particularly throughout the late 1960% and the 1970's. 0
,....,

In a somewhat different vein, the myopilitk ofe. mostAiberalt
economists (along with some other scientist toward the concept of
intensifying Malthusian pressures on food supply and other essen-
tial resources in the 1970's and 1980's. ii. t-

'I.
The novelty and unprecedented character of the prolems now affang
the very lifeline of the economy and the monetary structur,e4resent

liunfathomable uncertaintiesboth as to the turn of events and to toe
response of the economy, with and without various adtptatior4 of
national policy. These things defy ordinary forecasting technioues,
although the great macroeconomic models will help give better shape and
quantitative contours to alternative scenarios than were possible in the

past. However, experience gives little assurance (d indeed indicates the
opposite) that we now know so muepthat major surprisesror errors of
interpretation can be avoided. r,



FOOTNOTES

.1See Ammer, Christine, and Ammer, Dean. Dictionary of Economics. New York:
The Free Press, Macmillan, 1977.

21143wen, Hobart. "Kreps: Introspective Farewell." Washington Post, November
3, 1979. pp.. A 1, A4.

3See Burns, Arthur F. "How To End Inflation." First Monday, October-
NoveMber, 1979. pp. 4, 21.
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Appendix B.

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF FIVE MAJOR
MACROECONOMIC FORECASTRRS IN THE 1970's

This appendix summarizes briefly an evaluation of the comparative per-
formance of major macroeconomic forecasters in the 1970's. The analysis
covers the five following major forecasters:

1. Chase Econometric Associates, Inc.

2. Data Resources, Inc. (DRI)

3. MAP-CAST group, General Electric Co.

4. Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates, Inc.

5. Median forecast from a survey conducted by the American statisti-
cal Association and the National Bureau of Economic Reseaffch.

44#

Among the major findings of the evaluation:

1. Chase Econometric Associates, made the most accurairpre-
dictions of the money supply.

2. Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) produced the most accurate
predictions of short-term interest rates.

3. Forecasts of real growth, inflation, and; unemployment or the
period from mid -1974 to mid-1975 were generally wrong.

4. Inflation forecasts for the period from tftith,:1975 through mid-1978
were quite accurate.

5. Forecast evaluation must be "relative" rather than "absolute"
because no reasonable absolute standard e4sts.

0

4

9 ,
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6. Better forecasts could have been de by the forecasters if they had
paid greater attention to' the sta stical properties of the economic
variables to be forecast.

Source: Based on "Whose Crystal Ball Is Clearest of All?" Outlook
Section. Nation's Business, Janrry 1980, p. 14; this, in turn, reports
findings by Stephen K. McNees, vice-president, Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston, published in the New England Economic Review.
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Appendix C.

NEGLECTED CONTINGENCIES AND POLICY OPTIONS

The consensus-type outlook for mild recession and continued inflation
but below the 13.3 percent 1979 ratehas tended to overlook or brush
aside a number of major policy options that might be chosen to intervene
in a way that would substantially alter, the course of economic develop-
ments in 1980. Some of these are listed with brief comments'.,below.

1 Mandatory wage-price controls (or freeze ) , and/or, foreign
exchange control. Mandatory price and wage control proposals
recently have been supported by Barry P. Bosworth, former direc-
tor, the President's Council on Wage and Price Stability, and Bruce.
K. MacLaury, president, The Brookings Institution. Hearings on a
legislative proposal for mandatory wage-price :controls have been
agreed to before the Economic Stabilization Subcommittee of the
House Banking Committee. Until recently, proposals of this type
almost universally elicited protestations of horror. It is standard
political practice to abjure them. They have costs and disadvantages
and would doubtless involve some distortions, blackmarketeering,
and disappearance from open store shelves of scarce, commodities
that are even now rationed-away from those of modest means by the
bidding .up of their price by those with more purchasing power.
Nevertheless, such a system helps brake and contain inflation,
especially under conditions when ordinary fiscal and monetary
programs cannot or will not be swung into action. Controls resist'
the momentum of disorderly change and help give the economic
system a breathing spell. Foreign exchange control would serve
similar purposes, including a check on oil imports. This form of
intervention would lead into a itew and different economic scenar.
whiich would at Jeast slow, if not halt, the wage-price spiral nd
substitute a form of repressed inflation for the present overt f rm.
Controls were successful over a period of years in World War I and
backed up theofinancing of the war effort. .
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.2. Gasoline and other energy rationing. This type of policy direction
would not only alter the way the country lived with oil shortages
and price inflation but also, in conjunction with more austere
`import controls, slow the excess demand for oil. In some respects it
would be equivalent to confronting the OPEC ea-4d with the
equivalent of a monolithic buyer (monopsony) in theited States.
This would drastically alter the price mechanism framework, gener-
ally assumed for the economic outlook in 1980-81.

3. Severe tax on gasoline from imported oiOsources. This kind of,
measure, highly unpopular but plausible given greater public
understanding,ould serve several important related purposes: (a)
curtail gasoline consumption; (b) correct the present, abject direct
exposure of the American automobile driving public to OPEC oil
price demands by driving a tax wedge between the buyer and seller,
and (c) divert some of the excessive price that motorists are pre-
'pared to pay back into the U.S. economy for various purposes,
including "synfuel" programs or tax relief in other areas. This
approach could alter the typical 1980-81 economic scenario in-
which price adjustments are left to the marketplace with no tax
incentive modification.

4. Tax increase program. The federal budget for fiscal year' 1981
with its anticipated $616 billion outlays, $600 billion receipts, and
$16 billion deficit7may undergo alteration in either a more stimul-
ative or a more' restrictive direction. Critics view it, like most
budgets, as a political document but more than usually productive
of uncertainty for the economic outlook. Some regard it as too
restrictive and likely to produce a deeper slump than the under-I-
percent GNP drop, the 7.5-percent unemployment rate, and the.
9-percent GNP deflator rate of inflation officially projected. They
point to the "high employment surplus" of $57 billion the present
1981 budget would produce as a severely deflationary "wrench."
Such critics look to possible tax reductions or job creation pro-
grams to relax the budgetary restraint. But other critics, who also
view the budget as an essentially political document, believe the $16
billion estimated deficit for fiscal year 1981 is "the greatestunderes-
timate since Pearl Harbor." Defense spending and other spending
pressures not accounted for in the budget are the responsible fac-
tors. Of the latter group of critics, some would favor a gener 1 tax
increase, at least as soon as politically realistic in an el ri year.
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The tax increase receives greater support by those wlio reason that
defense activity that generates employment and diffuses. new
demand for consumer goods and services does not produce consu-
mer items to absorb the demand it generates. Using the guns-and-
butter analogy, guns (which generate, but do not automatically
absorb, consumer purchasing power) are a more inflationary incre-
ment to the economy than the butter category)

ct.

5. Accelerated .synthetic fuel program, including oil shale and sands.
Synthetic fuel and oil-shale-type fuel, as well as biofuelefforts, are
part of the present economic horizon. But various forms ofacceler-
ation as civilian and military needs may dictate should not be
dismissed. These would, like military spending, counteract or
shorten a predicted recession. Some kind of "technology fix" of the
breakthrough type, either on the supply side or on the conservation
side, could emerge that would alter the economic horizon even for
the early 1980's.

6. Credit controls. A carefully designed set of selective credit controls
could be instituted, based on the idea of restraining inflationary
demand in most sectors subject to buying pressure but relieving
certain strategic areas; like new housing, wher resources are availa-
ble and basic needsexist. This approach, co eoversial and subject
to considerable opposition, would serve to limit .spending on most
items to funds availablelrom current inc me and curb consumer,
buying binges financed With 'crelit.

:51,1

FObTNQTES

I

'High emploYment .SurplA (o`t deficit) is the budgetary position prodUced at
about a kperceni',Ainemploiyrnent rate. The $.igk employment budget pc4ition is
estimated at a deficit of $1.2 blllibri in. fiscal 1979 aid a surplus of $4 billion in fisCal
1980: Deficits are expansive; surpluses, deflationary in the Keynesian lexicon. Thus, a
switch to a $57-billion surpluS woyld be coniidered quite "repressive" in 198V

2Cf. Business, OUtlobk.'18usiness Week, Februati 1,1, 1980. pp. 27-28; Rowen,
Hobart. "Th,e Cost of Guns and Buttet." Economic ItqaC . WaShington Post, Febru-
ary 3, 1:980. pp, F 1; F111; and "The Carter Budget." E rial. Washington Post,
January 24, 1980. A!. 4,

,
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Appendix D.

GOVERNMENTAL FORECASTS JANUARY 1980

4

Two ',major government fo'recasts of late ,January 1980 both reflect the
then prevailing economic outlook: Mild, recession in 1980, subject to
uncertainties and qualifications. One is the predicficiii of the 'Congres.-
sional Budget Office (Alice B Riylin, director). The other is embodied in
the President's Econornie Report and the accompanying Annual Report
of the President's. Council of Economic, Advisers ,(CEA).

The CBO predicted a mild 1980 rOession with a sluggish upturn by the
end of the year. InflatiOn'was expected to moderate onlyslightly; unem-
ployment was rorecast at between 7.2 percent and 8..2 percent by the end of
1980. For 1981 the CBO forecast contemplated keady, inflation but worse
joblessneSS, hitting the 7.5 to 8.5 range by the end of 1981':'

The 1980 portion of the .CBO forecast is consistent with the Administra-
tion's budget assumptions and the views of other major private
forecasters.

The CBO forecast for a mild recession was based, accor-aing to Director
Rivlin, on the belief that U.S exports will increase' while imports will
decline. Also business spending was expected to turn up sooner than in
past recessions.

The sluggish recovery was attributed to persisting inflation (presumably
cutting dowrron real purchasing power), continued high short-term inter-
est rates, and the scheduled 1981 Social Security tax increases, which will
reduce consumer buying_capacity..

CBO Director. Rivlin outlined qualifi6'ations and uncertainties. These
'nclude the possibility of a repetition; of the 1979 eXperiencethe
recession that did not occurwith employment staying surprisingly low
and unexpectedly strong consumer spending. She recognized the
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declining productivity phenomenon as sometbing"economistsslon't fully
.

understand,".something requiring further study.

Major risks cited are as followS:. ,

.. .

'Major' interruptions of the oil supply line, which would prOduce.worse shock inflation and aggravate the recession :i s

Substantial increase in defense spending, which would delay or .,

prevent recession bu"t also spur inflation.

, ,

The.President's (Ond the CEA's) Report foreost also anticipates a mild
'"secession and continuing near double-digit inflationbut lower:limn in

079. The expectedreductions in real GNP and cOnsuMet:purchases'ar
smallin the 1-percent area, representing almost a sluggish-sideways
rndvement of the economy. Moderate down-turns in business capital
expenditures and ?housing starts ,;are factors. It counts on continuing
helpfuL contributions from the Federal Reserve: monetary restraint,
which it feels will be "consistent with lower ,interesC rates when the'
slowing of economic activity and inflation Materializes in 1980.

The CEA also warns of uncertainties:

Futurb price' and production decisionse,of OPE (oil price rises
greater than `the general inflation rate would spill ver into greater
energy costs,,,Wages, and industrial goods prices.

gor The direction of interest rates

r.
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l'he behavior olthe personal savings rate (the abnormally low level
of which in late .1979 supported strong consumer buying).

A brief tabular comparison 'of niajqi- elements in the 030 and the
AdministLation's economic report forecilsts is presented below.

"IP

('B()

Real l;NP.,))e reen Lige chan.ge 1980 -2.3 to -0.3'; -0.75

t..1
.1;)81 2 to 4

7._2 to 8.2Unemployment rate

Inflation rate

GNP'ileilator

CPI

.10

1980.1V

1981.IV

1980 IV

1981 IV

1980.IV

1981 :I\'

7.5 to 8.5

8.2 to 10.24
to 10.1

8.6 to 10.6

8.3 to 10.3

ER-CEA ,,

to-1.25%
,.

2.81
I

7.2S to.7.75 A4
7.'5

-.0

9

8.6

10.4

8.6

Source? Compiled from data appearing in a nes,s article Jonathan Fuerbringer. II aVitingron Star, -

.1anuar, 20. 1980. and The F_ronorn Report ()One President, transmitted to the Congress in January
1980. "The Economic Forecast.- pp. 69I1

9
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Appendix E.

THE DISSENTING VOICE OF ARIMA

Amidst the chorus ofsmacroeconometric voices predicting recession, one
techniquediscounted because of internal inconsistencies and other
semi-technical deficiencies by orthodox macroeconometric model
standardssuggests that recession is not here and is not imminent. That
technique ...of economic forecasting is known as ARIMA: Auto Regressive.
Integrated My_,ing Average Analysis. It is presented by DRI, in contrast
with the DRI macromodel of the U.S. economy, with the statement that
"the ARIMA forecasts continue to. turn up little evidence suggesting a
recession over the next four quarters."'

The ARIMA forecasts of January 1980 indicate a 2.2-percent real growth
rate for constant dollar GNP in the fourth quarter of 1979 versus -0.6
percent in the DRI control forecast and a constant dollar GNP level
'nearly 4.5 percent higher than the DRI structural model for 1980:111,

The DRI comparison of its ARIMA and structural model forecast shows
that ARIMA predicts stronger real demands and higher short-term inter-
est rates than the control results with the structural model. With respect to
inflation, however, ARIMA produces results that the DRI, analyst con-
siders mixed and apparently inconsistent: its all-urban CPI is higher, but
the implidit GNP deflator is lower than predicted by the structural model.2

FOOTNOTES

'Cooper, Frank. "ARIMA." The Data Resources Review of the U.S. Economy
(Lexington, Mass.), January-1980. p. 1.162/

'For the reader who may wish fur.ther background b,efore 'delving into auto-
regressive, integrated, moving-average analysis, it is a univari* methodology and is
not a correlative method. It represents a generalization of a method outlined in the'
Box-Jenkins Time Series Analysis of 1976. It does not reflect the interplay and
interactive results of the simultaneous equations model, but it tends to avoid some of
the possible errors.of the past relationships employed as the basis of the structural-type
model.
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